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Abstract 
This survey exhibits various algorithms to decide the question if a given ordered set P has 
the fixed point property resp. if P has a fixed point free order-preserving self-map. While a 
depth-first search algorithm for a fixed point free map is easily written it is also quite inefficient. 
We discuss a reduction algorithm by Xia which can be used to speed up the search for a fixed 
point free self-map. The ideas used in creating this algorithm show close connections to two 
problems: the decision whether an ordered set has a fixed point free automorphism and the 
decision whether a given r-partite graph has an r-clique. The latter two problems are shown 
to be NP-complete using the work of Goddard, Lubiw and Williamson. The problem to decide 
whether a given finite ordered set has a fixed point free order-preserving self-map has recently 
been shown to be NP-complete, thus showing that the above close connection is not by accident. 
Retraction theorems leading to dismantling algorithms are another approach to the problem. 
We present the classical dismantling procedure by Rival and extensions by Fofanova, Li, Mimer, 
Rutkowski and the author. These theorems give a polynomial algorithm to decide if an ordered 
set has the fixed point property for some nice classes of ordered sets (height I, width 2). 
and structural insights for other classes (chain-complete ordered sets with no infinite antichains, 
sets of (interval) dimension 2). The related issue of uniqueness of cores gives an insight into 
Birkhoff’s problem regarding cancellation of exponents. Walker’s relational fixed point property 
for which the analogous problem has a very satisfying solution also is discussed. 
Another variation on the retraction theme is the use of algebraic topology in deriving fixed 
point theorems initiated by Baclawski and Bjiimer and continued for example by Constantin and 
Foumier. After a primer on the basic concepts of (integer) homology we present their retrac- 
tion/dismantling procedures, which always prove acyclicity of the associated simplicial complex 
and then the fixed point property via a Lefschetz-type fixed point theorem. Differences and sim- 
ilarities with the above combinatorial procedures are pointed out. The main problem in making 
these results accessible to entirely combinatorial proofs is the lack of a combinatorial/discrete 
analogue of the continuous concept of a weak (resp. deformation) retract. We also present a class 
of ordered sets without the fixed point property, such that all proper retracts have the fixed point 
property. This class is induced via triangulations of n-spheres. Finally, we include an indication 
how methods developed for work on the fixed point property can be used in other areas. For 
example, the arguments by Abian, Brown and Pelczar to prove that in a chain-complete ordered 
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set existence of a point p with p B J‘( p) implies existence of a fixed point have recently found 
application to analysis in the work of Carl, Heikkili, Lakhshmikantham and others. @ 1999- 
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1. Introduction 
An ordered set (P, <) is a pair of a set P and a reflexive, antisymmetric and 
transitive relation < on P. We will usually omit the pair notation and call P an 
ordered set also. We will call p, q E P comparable and write p - q iff p <q or q < p. 
Every Q C P is an ordered set with the induced order from P and will be called an 
ordered subset of P. All subsets of ordered sets will be viewed as ordered subsets. A 
subset S of an ordered set P has an upper bound x (denoted x>S) iff for all s E S 
we have ~3s. y is the supremum or lowest upper bound of S (denoted v S) iff yaS 
and for all x > S we have x > y. Lower bounds and infima resp. greatest lower bounds 
(denoted A S) are defined dually. An ordered set is a chain iff any two points in it 
are comparable. A mapping f : P + P is called order-preserving iff for all p,q E P 
we have that p <q implies f(p) 6 f(q). An ordered set P is said to have the jixed 
point property iff each order-preserving self-map f : P + P has a fixed point, i.e., 
there is a point p E P with p = f(p). An order-preserving map without a fixed point 
is called fixed point free. 
The main object of this paper is the following - somewhat vague - open question 
that is for example to be found on ORDER’s problem list. 
Open Question 1.1 (cf. [102]). Characterize those (finite) ordered sets that 
have the Jxed point property. 
The recorded history of this problem seems to start in the papers [69] by I&aster in 
the twenties and then in [128] by Tarski and [24] by Davis in the fifties, where the 
question is answered for lattices (a lattice is an ordered set in which any finite subset 
has a supremum and an infimum, it is complete iff every subset has a supremum and 
an infimum): A lattice has the fixed point property iff it is complete (also cf. [ 1321, 
Exercise lJ, Tarski’s remarks in [128] and the remarks in [97] footnote 2 on p. 284). 
After that there were papers by Abian and Brown [2] and Pelczar [85], which recorded 
one of today’s standard tools: If P is a chain-complete ordered set (i.e., every nonempty 
chain has a supremum and an infimum), ,p : P -+ P is order-preserving and there is 
a p E P such that .f(p) N p, then ,f has a fixed point. Problem I. 1 seems to have 
been first raised in the text [23] by Crawley and Dilworth. The next milestone then 
is Rival’s characterization of the fixed point property for finite ordered sets of height 
1 in [96]. Since then the fixed point problem has drawn more and more attention in 
many papers as the list of references shows. The vague formulation of the problem 
has inspired many possible approaches. Among them are the following: 
I. One can try as in the above-mentioned theorems to characterize the fixed point 
property for certain classes of ordered sets. This is done for example by Fofanova 
and Rutkowski in [43] (sets of width 2) by Hiift and H6ft in [61-631 (lexicographic 
sums), by Rival as mentioned in [96] (sets of height 1 ). by Ewacha and Rival in 
[38], Rutkowski in [ll I], the author in [117] (“small” sets), Davis and Tarski in 
[24, 1281 (lattices) and possibly most importantly by Roddy in [ 1051, where the fixed 
point problem is solved for finite products of finite ordered sets with a beautiful 
argument. 
2. One can prove fixed point theorems that do not necessarily handle an established 
class of ordered sets, but that provide new insights through possible reductions 
(for example done by Constantin and Fournier in [lS], by Rival in [96], and by 
the author in [I 17, 1181) or through the identification of substructures that force 
the fixed point property (done for example by Baclawski and Bjiirner in [7]. by 
Edelman in [37], and by Rutkowski [109]). 
3. One can try to prove results about forbidden retracts, which can be done in special 
cases (for example by Fofanova and Rutkowski [43], or by Rutkowski and the 
author in [114]), but which might be too complicated in general (cf. Section 4.8). 
4. One can relate the problem to its analogue in topology. (When does a topological 
space have the fixed point property?) This is done for example by Baclawski and 
B.jiirner [7], and by Constantin and Fournier [18]. 
5. One can devise algorithms that check whether an arbitrary finite ordered set has the 
fixed point property (done for example by Pickering et al. [87] and by Xia [ 1351). 
Approach 5 leads to the question how efficient such an algorithm might be, on which 
we focus in Section 2. We will demonstrate that the efficiency problem is very similar 
to other decision problems that are NP-complete. Shortly before the deadline for this 
article the author received a preprint of [29] by Duffus and Goddard in which it is 
shown that the decision Problem 2.3 is NP-complete (cf. Definition 2.12). Preprint [29] 
as still being refereed as this was written. The author considers the arguments given 
in [29] valid and can thus no longer consider Problem 2.3 open in its full generality. 
Efficient algorithmic approaches to the problem are still interesting, as they now actually 
have a wider scope than before. Also there are still interesting classes of ordered sets 
for which the complexity of Problem 2.3 is not known (e.g., truncated lattices, ordered 
sets of height 2 or width 3). We will discuss the algorithmic ramifications of approach 
2 of reducing the ordered set in Section 3 and of approach 4 of relating the problem 
to topology in Section 4. We devote Section 5 to the interesting “spin-offs” that the 
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investigation of the fixed point property has produced. Proofs that were omitted were 
either considered simple by the author or a reference to the proof is given. Sections 
2-4 are (aside from references to related results) independent of each other and can 
be read in any order. 
2. Complexity 
2. I. Basic issues 
Definition 2.1. (Aho et al, [3, p. 21) An algorithm is a finite2 sequence of instructions 
each of which has a clear meaning and can be performed with a finite amount of effort 
in a finite length of time. 
Definition 2.2. An algorithm is said to be of polynomial eficiency iff there is a poly- 
nomial p such that for input of size n the algorithm terminates after <p(n) steps. 
Obviously answering the question “Does P have the fixed point property?” for ar- 
bitrary P is a hard problem as one would need to check every order-preserving map 
f : P --f P for a fixed point. Since every ordered set P has at least 22’31pI order- 
preserving self-maps (cf. [35]) this approach obviously is exponentially hard. (In fact, 
computational data such as presented for example in [87] indicates that ordered sets 
should have many more order-preserving self-maps than this lower bound indicates.) 
Thus we formally have to reformulate the problem to: 
Problem 2.3. What is the complexity of the problem “Decide whether a given 
jinite ordered set has a fixed point free order-preserving map?” 
This can be viewed as the NP (cf. Definition 2.12) version of the fixed point problem. 
Let us first consider the most simple-minded approach to the problem. (This approach 
for a reduced tree is described in the second half of [135]. Similar programs were used 
on the whole tree to count order-preserving mappings in [87].) This will lead us to 
a very nice algorithm by Xia and some results that show the similarity between the 
problem of finding a fixed point free map and finding a fixed point free automorphism. 
For the actual proof of the NP-completeness of Problem 2.3 the reader is referred to 
1291. 
First one realizes that for a fixed point free order-preserving map f : P -+ P on a 
finite ordered set P we must have p # f(p) for all p E P. (Otherwise, say, p d f (p) 
implies p < f(p) < f 2( p) 6 . . . and this iteration process must reach a fixed point in 
finitely many steps.) Now number the points of P from 1 to [PI. For every point k 
let the set Vk, fpf := {(k,j) : k $p j} be ordered by the natural order of the second 
2 In Section 3 we will also consider “algorithms” with potentially infinitely many steps. For finite sets the 
reduction theorems in Section 3 lead to algorithms in the sense of this definition. 
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Fig. I. The depth-first search tree in searching for a fixed point free order-preserving map of a five element 
fence. 
component. Attempting to construct a fixed point free order-preserving map we can 
construct fixed point free order-preserving partial maps. We start with 8 and add the 
first ordered pair in Vi, rrf to assign an image to 1. Then we add the first ordered pair 
in V2, fpr to assign an image to 2. We continue until the partial map thus obtained is 
no longer order-preserving. Then we remove the last added ordered pair (k,j) E C’L r,,f 
and add instead the next ordered pair out of Vk, fpf. If there is no such pair, we remove 
the ordered pair (in Vk_l,rrf) that was added second-to-last and continue as indicated 
(i.e., add the next pair in P’k_l,frf or remove the pair in Vk_z,fpr that was last added). 
In this fashion we will find a fixed point free order-preserving map if there is one. The 
search tree for a simple example (a five element fence) is indicated in Fig 1. As one 
can see there is a lot of duplication in the tree. For example, in every branch it is the 
incompatibility of (3,l) with (2,4) which causes the first incident of “backtracking”. 
One might be able to save time if one could detect and use such incompatibilities 
earlier. This seems to be the idea of Xia’s algorithm (cf. [135], resp. section 2.4, 
readers exclusively interested in Xia’s algorithm can skip Section 2.3). We present 
these ideas in the following, choosing the language of graph theory rather than the 
language of formal concept analysis. 
2.2. Endomorphism graphs 
Recall that a graph is a pair G = (V,E) of a set V of vertices and a set E of 
doubleton subsets of V, called edges. The induced subgraph of a graph G = (V, E) 
with vertex set V’ C V is the graph G[V’] := (V’, E n {{u, w} : TV, w E V’}). Unless 
otherwise stated all subgraphs will be induced subgraphs. 
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Definition 2.4 (Xia [135, start of Section 21). The endomorphism graph 
the ordered set P is defined to be the graph G,,d(P) := (v&(p),&d(P)) 
set 
Vend(P) := {(p,q) : p,q E p> = p x p 
and edges 
Gem@) of 
with vertex 
‘%nd(p> := {{ (P,q)&“,&} : [(PGP’) * (qGd)l A [(P’GP) * (dGq)l 
A(p,q) # (P’d)). 
For each p E P we let V, := {(p,q) : q E P} and VP := ((4,~) : q E P}. Also we 
define Gg,+ := ( Vfpfree, EQ~,,) (the fixed point free endomorphism graph of P) 3 to 
be the induced subgraph of Gend(P) with vertex set {(p, q) : p + q}. 
Remark 2.5. No two vertices in V, are joined by an edge. Indeed if (p, q) N (p, q’), 
then since p d p and p 3 p we must have q d q’ and q 2 q’, i.e., q = q’, contradiction. 
The choice of language can be justified by the following 
Definition 2.6. A graph (V,E) is called complete iff any two distinct vertices VI, v2 E V 
are joined by an edge, i.e., {VI, ~2) E E. If C is a set of vertices in a graph G’ and 
G’[C], the induced subgraph on C is complete, we will call C a clique of G’. A clique 
with n elements will be called an n-clique. 
Theorem 2.7 (Xia [135, Theorem 11). qn 2 P x P is an order-preserving &map oj 
the ordered set P ifJ’ the induced subgruph of Gend(P) with vertex set cp is a complete 
graph with lcp n 51 = 1 for all p E P. 
Proof. “+“: If cp : P + P is an order-preserving self-map then cp is in particular 
well-defined and thus 1q n I$ = 1 for all p E P. Now let (p, q), (p’, q’) E 40. Then 
since cp is order-preserving the logical statement 
[(PG P’) * (CFQ’)] A [(P’d P) * (da] 
is true and {(p, q), (p’, q’)} is an edge in Gend(P). 
“+“I Let cp C P x P be such that the induced subgraph of G,,d(P) with vertex set 
cp is a complete graph with lcp n I$, = 1 for all p E P. The latter immediately shows 
that cp is well-defined, i.e., a function. Now let p, p’ E P with q = q(p), q’ = cp(p’). 
If pdp’, then, since 
[(PdP’) =s Wd)] A [(P’dP) * (ddq)] 
3 The language is chosen to be suggestive in the finite case. Clearly there are infinite ordered sets (e.g., 
N) for which there are fixed point free order-preserving maps with points p that are comparable to their 
images. 
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is a true logical statement, we have cp( p) = q<q’ = c+$ p’). Thus ye : P ---$ P is 
order-preserving. 0 
Based on Criterion 2.7 various kinds of order-preserving self-maps can be identified 
in the endomorphism graph. 
Proposition 2.8. ( 1) cp C P x P is an order-preserving injective selflmup oj’ the ordered 
set P $f the induced subyraph oj’ Gend(P) with rertex set cp is u complete graph 
with Iqn y3,i = 1 and Ic+o~ VPI<I JOr all p E P, 
(2) cp C P x P is an order-preserviny surjective seljkup of’ the ordered set P if’ 
the induced subyraph of G,,,(P) with vertex set 40 is u complete yraph ,I,ith 
lcp n V,l = 1 und ICJI~ VP131 jbr all p E P, 
(3) q & P x P is an order-preserviny bijective seljlrnup of’ the ordered set P (ond 
hence an uutomorphism ijP is jinite) $f the induced subyruph of’ Gend(P) 119th 
vertex set cp is u complete graph with /CJI f~ k$ = I mrl ly n V”l = 1 ,fkw all 
p E P. 
Theorem 2.7 is applicable to infinite ordered sets. For the computationally more 
interesting finite case the condition ]cp n I$ = 1 for all p can be replaced with the 
demand that q has IPl vertices. With regard to fixed point free order-preserving maps 
on finite ordered sets we obtain: 
Corollary 2.9 (Xia [135, final remark in Section 31). The ,jinite ordered set P has a 
,jixed point free order-preserviny seljkup $f the jised point jiiee endomorphism yruph 
of P contains a IPl-clique. 
Proof. This follows directly from the analogue of Theorem 2.7 for fixed point free 
order-preserving self-maps. Just note that by Remark 2.5 any complete subgraph of the 
endomorphism graph has at most one vertex in each I$. 0 
In order to decide if a finite ordered set P has a fixed point free order-preserving 
self-map one would thus need to decide if the fixed point free endomorphism graph 
has a IPl-clique. As mentioned in [65] there currently are algorithms that determine the 
maximal size of a clique in a graph in acceptable time for graphs with up to 400 to 
1000 vertices. As the fixed point free endomorphism graph of P has at most / PI( IPl~ 1 ) 
vertices and normally actually fewer than that, this means the fixed point property can 
be determined through the fixed point free endomorphism graph for ordered sets with 
up to 20 (guaranteed) to (possibly) 50 or more points. 
To decide if a finite ordered set P has a fixed point free automorphism one would 
need to decide if the fixed point free endomorphism graph has a complete induced sub- 
graph as described in part 3 of Proposition 2.8 and Corollary 2.9. To get a completely 
analogous formulation consider: 
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Definition 2.10. The automorphism graph G,,,(P) of the ordered set P is defined to 
be the graph G,,,(P) := (V&(P),E&(P)) with vertex set 
Vend(P) := {(p,q) :p,q E p} = p x p 
and edges 
E,,,(P):= {{(p,q),(p’,q’)} : [(PGP’) H (q<q’)] A [(P’GP) * (q’Gq)l 
A(p,q) # (p’,q’)l. 
Also we define Gfpraut := ( Vfpfaut, EFpfaut) (the jixed point free automorphism graph of 
P) to be the induced subgraph of G,,(P) with vertex set {(p, q) : p $ q}. 
Remark 2.11. The finite ordered set P has a fixed point free automorphism iff the 
fixed point free automorphism graph of P has a IPI-clique. 
2.3. Fixed point free automorphisms 
The problem of deciding whether a finite ordered set has a fixed point free automor- 
phism was found by Williamson to be NP-complete (cf. [133], Fact 5.1 or Theorem 
2.14 here), i.e., 
Definition 2.12. A decision problem P (i.e., a problem with only yes or no as possible 
answers) for input of size n is said to be in NP iff there is a polynomial algorithm 
that can be used to verify whether a certain structure (a “certificate”) “proves” that the 
answer is “yes”. (For example any fixed point free order-preserving map f : P + P 
proves that the answer to the decision problem “Is there a fixed point free order- 
preserving map on P?” is “yes” and the property “fixed point free order-preserving” 
can be checked in polynomial time.) An NP problem is said to be NP-complete iff 
an algorithm that solves P in polynomial time p(n) would induce an algorithm that 
solves 3SAT (cf. [45]) with n variables in polynomial time. 
Definition 2.13. The problem 3SAT is the following: Given 12 logical variables (“liter- 
als”) and m clauses cj = qj V rj VSj, where each qj, rj, Sj can be a literal or its negation, 
decide if there is a truth value assignment to the literals such that all clauses are true. 
Theorem 2.14 (Xia [133, Fact 5.11). The problem of deciding ifa certain ordered set 
has a fixed point free automorphism is NP-complete. 
We will present two proofs of this theorem here. One by Goddard that reduces the 
problem to a known NP-complete problem, namely the determination if a given graph 
has a fixed point free automorphism (cf. [SO]). The other is Williamson’s original 
adaptation of Lubiw’s proof in [80], which reduces the problem to 3SAT. This proof 
will be sketched only. For the first proof we need: 
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Definition 2.15. Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Then f : V ---f V is called a yruph 
autornovphism iff f is bijective and the map {a,b} H {J’(a),J(b)} is bijective on E. 
Proof 1 of Theorem 2.14 (T. Goddard, private communication, also cj: [29]). By 
[SO] it is NP-complete to decide if a given graph has a fixed point free automorphism. 
We will show that any algorithm that decides if an arbitrary ordered set P has a fixed 
point free automorphism in q( IPI) steps also decides if an arbitrary graph G = (V, E) 
has a fixed point free automorphism in q’( 1 VI) steps, where q, q’ are polynomials. 
Let G = ( V, E) be a graph. Order the set P := V U (E x (0, 1) ) via the order d 
defined as follows: (4.) 
1. < is reflexive, 
2. No two vertices of G are related, 
3. No two elements of E x (0, 1) are related, 
4. If 2’ E V and (e,x) E E x (0, l}, then c’ < (e,x) iff v E e. 
Clearly IP( is bounded by a polynomial function of I VI. Moreover P has a fixed point 
free automorphism iff G does: If h : P ---f P is a fixed point free automorphism, then 
H := hjb, is a fixed point free automorphism of G. Conversely, if F : V + V is a 
fixed point free automorphism of G, then let 
s(x) := C 0 ifx=l, 1 ifx=O 
and 
.f(X) := 
F(x) if x E V, 
({F(a), F(b)},s(x)) if ({a,b},x) E E x (0, l}. 
,f is a fixed point free automorphism of P. 0 
Thus we even know that the problem to decide if an ordered set of height 1 has a 
fixed point free automorphism is NP-complete (this is also noted as Fact 5.2 in [133]). 
This is interesting in the light of Theorem 3.21 and Corollary 3.24, which show that 
there is an efficient algorithm to detect if an ordered set of height 1 has a fixed point 
free order-preserving self-map. Our second proof is a reduction to 3SAT itself. 
Proof 2 of Theorem 2.14 (Williamson [133], Fact 5.1; we present u sketch). For a 
given instance C of 3SAT which we can without loss of generality choose to have m 
distinct clauses C.i = qj V Yj V Sj each of which has three distinct literals qj, rj,.si out 
of L := {U,,U,,U~,ij; )...) u,,,tl;;} we construct the ordered set P as indicated in Fig. 2. 
Note that each cj(a, b,c) has a unique set of six upper covers. For i E { 1,. ,n}, 
let P, := {~(O),u~(O),x~,u~(l),u~(l)} U {~(l),u~(O), yi,ui(l),uj(O)}. Then it is easy to 
see that every automorphism of P must fix the satisfiability component and every Pi. 
Each P; has exactly four fixed point free automorphisms, of which only vii : ui(O) H 
ui(l),ui(O) ++ ~:(l),q(O) H g(O),G(l) ++ g(l) and Y’t, : tli(O) ++ u~(O),U~(I) H 
u,( 1 ), q(O) * il;( 1 ), u:(O) t--f ui( 1) (we remain consistent with the notation in [ 1331 
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Truth setting component 
Yl 
4(O) Ul(l) 
K(l) q(o) 
YZ 
440) uz(l) 
G(l) 35 aJ) Y3 4(O) u3(1) a'(l) q(o) 
Satisfiability component 
0 0 0 . . . 
Cl (RR 0) Cl@, O,l) Cl@, LO) C&> 1) 
Fig. 2. The ordered set used in the second proof of Theorem 2.14: Consider an instance of 3SAT with 
M distinct clauses c, := 4, V rj V s,, each of which contains exactly three distinct literals q,,~i,s, out of 
L := {u,,TTT,u*,~,...,u,,Un}. The satisfiabiliy component is an antichain of points cj(a, b,c), where abc 
counts from zero to 7 in binary. The truth setting component has comparabilities as indicated. Finally (not 
indicated in the figure) the upper covers of q(a, h,c) are q,(a),q$a), r/(b), $(b),.y,,(c), and s:(c). 
here) can possibly extend to an automorphism of P (the other two map sets that have 
a lower bound in the satisfiability component to sets that do not have lower bounds). 
To show that P has a fixed point free automorphism iff there is a satisfying as- 
signment for C first assume that Y : P --f P is a fixed point free automorphism. If 
Y/p, = Yi,, set u, TRUE. Otherwise we have Yip, = ‘Pi, and we set ui FALSE. Now 
if qj,Yj and s,i were all false for some .j, then the definitions of Yi and Yi indicate 
that Y must interchange qj(O) and q:(O), r,(O) and <i(O), and sj(O) and s:(O). Since 
these are the upper covers of cj(O, 0,O) we conclude that cj(O, 0,O) is a fixed point of 
Y, a contradiction. 
On the other hand, if (~1,242,. . , u,} + (0, 1 } is a satisfying assignment for C 
(with 0 standing for FALSE and 1 standing for TRUE as usual), we define Y as 
follows: Set Y Jp, := Yi, if Ui is true (I), set Yip, := Yg if u; is false (0) and set 
Y(cj(a, b, c)) := cj(a @ qj, b @ Yj, c @ Sj), where @ denotes addition modulo 2. Since 
one of qj,r-i,sj is 1 (true), Y has no fixed points. Y trivially is an automorphism on 
the truth setting component. Since addition of a 1 or a 0 modulo 2 is injective, Y is 
injective and hence bijective on the satisfiability component. Finally one checks that 
Y is order-preserving. 0 
Using the characterization in Remark 2.11 we can also record some known results 
as easy consequences: 
Definition 2.16. A graph G = (V,E) is called r-purtite iff there are pairwise disjoint 
nonemptysubsets J/l,..., V,.&Vsuchthat V,~...~V,.=V,andforeachi~{I ,.... 1.) 
no two distinct vertices in V, are joined by an edge. 
Corollary 2.17. The problem to decide (f’ (I given r-partite yruph G = (V, E) with 
partition VI,. , Vr und 1 Vi1 <r contuin.\‘ u17 r-clique is NP-complete. 
Proof. If there was an algorithm that decides if a given r-partite graph G = ( V. E) with 
partition VI,. , V,. and / V,l <r contains an r-clique in q( ( VI) steps, then by Remark 
2.11 there would be an algorithm that determines if the fixed point free automorphism 
graph of a given ordered set P has a If l-clique in q’(lPI) steps. Thus, we could 
determine if a given ordered set P has a fixed point free automorphism in q”( lP1) 
steps (q,q’, q” all polynomials). iI 
Corollary 2.18. The problem C$ deternrinimg [f‘ u given gruph with 6 r’ vertices w?- 
tuins tm r-clique is NP-complete. 
Proof. If there was an algorithm that determines if a given graph G == ( V, E) with 
/ 1’1 <r.* has an r-clique in q( / V I) steps, then this algorithm would decide if a given r- 
partite graph G = ( V, E) with partition VI,. , V, and 1 V; I d r has an r-clique in q( 1 VI ) 
steps. E! 
2.4. Xiu’s reduction ulgorithm 
Xia’s algorithm (cf. [135]), a variant of which we are about to describe, terminates 
in polynomial time. If it terminates with a graph with no edges, the ordered set is 
known to have the fixed point property (cf. Theorem 2.22). The main idea is that 
certain combinations of elements in P x P cannot be contained in an order-preserving 
map (cf. Lemma 2.19). Formulating our results in the language of graph theory it 
seems that the “natural habitat” of Xia’s algorithm is the decision if a given r-partite 
graph G = (V, E) with partition VI,. . , V,. and 1 V, 1 <r contains an r-clique. 
Lemma 2.19 (“Lack-of-a-triangle Lemma”). Let {(p, q), (p’, q’)} be an edge in the 
(fixed point ,fire) endumorphism yruph ef the ordered set P. Suppose there is II 
h g P \ { p, p’} such that no vertex in Vh (Vh n Vfpfree) is udjucent in thr (fi.wd 
point ,firr) endomorphism graph CI~’ P to both (p,q) und (p’,q’). Then there is no 
orrler-prrserz~iny self&zap #ixed point fire order-preserakq se(f-mcrp) cp of’ P suc~h 
thut ( p, q) E cp md ( p’, q’) E 4”. 
Proof. This is obvious, as otherwise (I, would contain a complete induced subgraph 
with vertices ( p,q), (p’,q’),(b, c) (a “triangle”) for some c E P (resp. some c # h). 
q 
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The Lack-of-a-triangle Lemma now suggests the following removal step which is 
decribed as step II in [ 1351 on p. 260: 4 
REMOVE Let G = ( V,E) be a subgraph of the (fixed point free) endomorphism 
graph. Find an edge {(p, q), (p’, q’)} E E such that there is a b E P\ 
{p, p’} such that no (b,q) E Vt, (Vb n Vf,,free) is adjacent in G to both 
(p,q) and (p’,q’). Remove {(p,q), (p’,q’)} from E to obtain a new 
graph G := (V, E \ {{(p, q), (p’, 4’)))). If this cannot be done, stop. 
Xia’s algorithm now iterates this removal step until the iteration is no longer possible. 
Proposition 2.20 (Xia [135, remarks on p. 26011). Let P be u ,finite ordered set and 
let G = (V,E) be u graph obtained by starting with the (fixed point free) endo- 
morphism graph of P and iterating the ubove removal step REMOVE finitely muny 
times. Then cp c P x P is u (fixed point free) order-preserving self-mup of P {jj” q is 
a IPI-clique of G. 
Proof. As G is a subgraph of the endomorphism graph of P, the direction “+” is clear. 
To prove “j”, we perform an induction on n, the number of iterations of the removal 
steps. For n = 0 the result is true by Corollary 2.9. Now assume that G = (V, E) has 
been obtained from the (fixed point free) endomorphism graph through n 3 0 iterations 
of the removal step and that if cp : P t P is an order-preserving self-map of P then 
cp is a IPl-clique of G. Let G be the graph obtained in the (n + 1)th iteration of the 
removal step and let cp : P + P be an order-preserving self-map. Then the removed 
edge cannot be an edge that connects two elements of cp. Thus the conclusion holds 
inG. 0 
Proposition 2.20 shows that iteration of the removal step “does not destroy any (fixed 
point free) self-maps”. Thus if this iteration eventually produces a graph with an empty 
edge set, then P must have the fixed point property. Obviously this suggested algorithm 
is polynomial. Moreover, Proposition 2.21 shows that the graph obtained by iterating 
the removal step until no further edges can be removed is independent of the order in 
which edges are removed resp. independent of the search pattern used in REMOVE. 
Proposition 2.21. Let G = (V,E) be the (fixed-point-free) endomorphism gruph of 
a finite ordered set P. Let R be the set of all edge sets E’ such that (V, E’) is u 
subgruph of G obtuined by iterating the removal step REMOVE jkitely muny times. 
If we consider R us an ordered set ordered by inclusion, then 
1. R has E as its largest element. 
2. Any two elements of R that have a common upper cover huve a common lower 
cover. 
3. R has u smallest element. 
4 Step I in [I351 can be viewed as superfluous for the theoretical development. If step 1 is not used the 
goal is to remove all edges, if step I is used the goal is to produce an empty graph. Nothing else changes. 
Removal of vertices should however speed up the actual computations. 
Proof. Part I is obvious and part 3 easily follows from the fact that a finite ordered 
set that satisfies 2 and has a largest element also has a smallest element (cf. [39]: 
Farley’s argument in [39] obviously is the template for this proof). Thus. we are left 
to prove part 2. Note that F is an upper cover of F’ in R iff IF \ F’l = 1 and F’ is 
obtained from F by applying the removal step once. Now suppose that A.B are in R 
and U is an upper cover of A and B. Let a E U be the edge such that A U {a} = U 
and let h E U be such that B U {h} = U. Then the removal step can be applied to C 
to remove a or b (whichever is found first) and hence the removal step can be applied 
to A to remove b (find b and remove it) and it can be applied to B to remove n (find 
LI and remove it). Thus U \ {u, b} is a lower cover of A and B in R. 0 
Theorem 2.22. Let P he u ,$nitr ordered set. Jf’ ,WIIW reputed qplicution of 
REMOVE to the ,fixed point ,fkee endotnorphism y~rph leads to IL gruph G \l.ith 
no ed~gles, then (In?) repeated application of’ REMOVE ewntually lrtrds to II quph 
tvith 170 rdqes md P has the ,fixed point property. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.21, REMOVE will eventually lead to a graph with no edges 
independent of the specific iteration being used. By Proposition 2.20, P has no fixed 
point free order-preserving map, since G has no (PI-clique. q 
At the end of [135] it is proved that Xia’s algorithm terminates with a graph with 
no edges when P is dismantlable (cf. Example 3.9. part 1). This is not surprising, as 
dismantlability can be checked in polynomial time and implies the fixed point property. 
Little is known about for what classes of ordered sets termination of Xia’s algorithm 
with a graph that has edges guarantees the existence of a fixed point free self-map (cf. 
open question I). It is easy to show that Xia’s algorithm terminates with a graph with 
no edges for connectedly collapsible ordered sets (cf. Definition 4.26) of height 2 and 
a modification of the proof in [37] shows the same is true for ordered sets with the 
cutset property. 
2.5. L,ute-hruking IWN’S 
Close to the deadline for this article the author was mailed a preprint of [29]. in 
which it is proved that Problem 2.3 is indeed NP-complete. One of the main obsta- 
cles to such a proof is the large number of possibilities for order-preserving maps 
on an ordered set, which makes a reduction to 3SAT difficult. For example the sets 
used in the second proof of Theorem 2.14 are all dismantlable (cf. Example 3.9, part 
1) to a 2-8~1 complete bipartite ordered set and thus do not have the hxcd point 
property. In fact they have many fixed point free order-preserving maps, while the 
possible fixed point free automorphisms are restricted by many constraints (which 
is of course what makes the argument work). In 1291 Duffus and Goddard present 
a beautiful class of ordered sets that is such that if a member has a fixed point 
free order-preserving map, then it must have a very “well-behaved” order-preserving 
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map. This nice structure then allows to embed another NP-complete problem into 
ordered sets. 
The ordered sets used in [29] are quite special, so interesting questions regarding 
the complexity of the fixed point property remain, as for example the questions in 
[29] and questions 1 and 6 in Section 5.7 indicate. Regarding complexity of the fixed 
point property in general, one might now be interested how difficult Problem 2.3 is 
“on average” (since NP-completeness is a worst case concept). For an introduction 
to average case complexity cf. J. Wang’s survey [131]. Also the sets in [29] can be 
used to construct ordered sets with the fixed point property for which Xia’s reduction 
algorithm terminates with a graph that still has edges: In fact, the set constructed from 
the non-satisfiable, 3-variable, g-clause instance of 3SAT has by [29] the fixed point 
property and it was proved (in collaboration with M. Roddy) that Xia’s algorithm 
terminates with a graph that has edges left. The ordered set in question has 434 points 
and its fixed-point-free endomorphism graph has in excess of 80000 vertices. Presently 
no smaller sets with this property are known. Again, for the proof that Problem 2.3 is 
NP-complete the reader is referred to [29], which is self-contained and nothing short 
of a complete reproduction could do it complete justice here. 
Xia’s ideas are a more versatile tool than indicated here: If P,Q are finite sets 
(with possible additional structures), then for any set of functions f : P --f Q that 
for all x, y E P satisfy conditions oi(X,f(?C)) and rj(x, ~,f(x),f(y)) (i E { 1,. . . ,M}, 
j E { 1,. . . , N}, Oi, Zj logical propositions) we can construct the Xia graph as follows: 
The vertices are all (x,u) E P x Q such that all conditions ai(x,u) are satisfied and 
the edges are all {(x, u), (y, u)} such that all conditions rj(x, y, U, v) A rj(y,x, v, u) are 
satisfied. Then as in Theorem 2.7 we have a natural correspondence between these maps 
and the maximum sized cliques in the Xia graph. Xia’s algorithm can be used and if 
it terminates with a graph with no edges, there is no map satisfying all conditions. 
If Xia leaves some edges, a subsequent depth-first search can settle the question of 
existence, resp. determine the number of maps. Thus Xia’s algorithm can be used as a 
(for existence problems highly efficient) preprocessor when confronting problems such 
as: enumeration and existence of relation preserving self-maps with special properties, 
the isomorphism problem for graphs, determination of rigidity of graphs or ordered sets, 
existence of fixed point free automorphisms, etc. All that is needed is a formulation of 
all the properties of the maps as indicated above. 
The magnitude of the improvement Xia provides in various settings is currently 
under investigation [26]. It appears that using Xia’s algorithm (plus depth-first search 
if necessary) the fixed point property for ordered sets with up to 100 points can be 
decided on a desktop PC with enough RAM. 
3. Reduction theorems 
The starting point for using reduction theorems to prove fixed point theorems is the 
following result which seems to have become part of the folklore in this area: 
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Theorem 3.1. Let P be an ordered set. A retraction is an order-preserving mup 
I’ : P -+ P such thut r2 = r. r[P] is culled a retract of’ P. 
1. [f‘ P has the jixed point property, then every retruct of’ P has the ,jsrd point 
property. 
2. (cf. [30], Proposition 1) [f’P i.s,finite, then P does not have thtJ,fi.ved point propert!’ 
iff‘ P hus u retract Q that has u jixed point jiw automorphism and is such that 
~11 retmcts of Q have the jixed point propert],. 
3.1. Remociny points 
The initial work in this direction is found in the paper [96] by Rival, which has 
since been extended in various directions. We will present the best folklore version of 
Rival’s original result in Theorem 3.2 and a modification in Theorem 3.4. Notice that 
chain-completeness is not needed in Theorem 3.4 and Scholium 3.5. 
Theorem 3.2 (cf. [1 13, Theorem 21). Let P he u chain-complete ordered .set unrl let 
r : P -+ P be u compurutive retraction, i.e., a retruction such thut jkr 1111 p E P IL‘~’ 
huce that p N r(p) (cf. [76, p. 1601). Then P bus the fixed point property $ r[P] 
bus the ,ji.x-ed point property. 
Proof. The direction “=+” follows from part 1 of Theorem 3.1. To prove “x=“, let 
I’ : P ---f P be a comparative retraction and let ,f’ : P 1 P be order-preserving. Then 
YO f’I,.lp] has a fixed point p and since r is a comparative retraction J’(p) is related to 
p. Thus by the Abian-Brown-Pelczar Theorem we have that ,f’ has a fixed point. C 
Definition 3.3. Let P be an ordered set and let a E P. Then a is called retructuhle 
(to b) in P (cf. [ 1 17, Definition 3.11) iff there is a h E P such that 
(T a) \ (~1 C T b and (i a) \ {a> C .1 b. 
a is called irreducible (cf. [96, p. 3091) iff the set of all strict upper bounds of a has a 
smallest element or the set of all strict lower bounds of cz has a largest element. Every 
irreducible point is retractable. 5 
Theorem 3.4. (cf. [117, Theorem 3.31). Let P be an ordered set trnd let u t P he 
retractable to b E P. Then P has the ,ji.wd point property !fl 
( 1) P \ {u} bus the jixed point propert}‘, and 
(2) O/I@ c!f’(j a) \ {u} und (1 a) \ {u} hus the ,jised point property. 
Scholium 3.5 (cf. [96, Proposition I]). Let P be an ordered set and let u g P be 
irreducible. Then P has the fixed point property iff P \ {u} has the fixed point property. 
‘This definition of irreducible points is for linite sets equivalent to the original definition. For infinite 
sets there is a difference however. With the present definition the regrettable problem with the definition 
of irreducible points for infinite sets in [I 171. Lemma 3.2, part (I ) pointed out by the reviewer in MR 
95f106004 is not an issue. 
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3.2. Dismantlability 
Theorems 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 suggest a reduction procedure when determining the 
fixed point property for a set: Find a suitable retraction on the set and then decide 
if the retract has the fixed point property instead. Iterate this procedure until no suit- 
able retraction can be found. In finite sets this procedure is well understood (cf. e.g., 
[7,31,39,96]). In infinite sets one might be able to iterate the above idea infinitely 
often, thus being faced with the problem how to get past the limit ordinal. 6 This prob- 
lem has been addressed successfully by Li and Milner (cf. [71-781) for large classes of 
ordered sets. We will not pursue their work in full generality here, but rather present 
a very simple-minded approach to the same problem. Our approach bypasses the prob- 
lems at the limit ordinal in a brute force fashion, namely by demanding that there are 
no problems at the limit ordinal. While this might be very simplistic, the exposition 
is freed of many technical details and we can also “mix” several different kinds of 
retractions in the dismantling process. 
Definition 3.6 (Folklore). Let /1 be an ordinal and let P be a set. Let {,fx : P, + 
P,+I }xi;, be a family of surjective functions such that P,+I C P, C P, PO = P and 
such that for each limit ordinal 7 ,<3, we have P;, = nlcy P,. Inductively define F, : 
P i P, by 
FO := idp, 
F %+I := f 2 0 Fx, 
F;,(p) := F,j(p), if y is a limit ordinal and 
B is such that F,(p) = Fb(p) for 
all ~<CX < y. 
Stop when F7 is not totally defined for some limit ordinal p or after having defined Fi. 
for all p E P. If F;. can be totally defined we will call {fX}yCi in$niteIy composable 
and F;. is the injinite composition of {f l}l<;.. 
Definition 3.7. Let 2 be a class of retractions and let P be a chain-complete ordered 
set. Then P is called 9-infinite-dismantlable to Q 2 P iff there is an infinitely com- 
posable family {Y,},<;, of retractions in .8 such that R,[P] = Q. 
Example 3.8. Useful classes of retractions are: 
1. 02: the class of all up-retractions/closure operators (i.e., retractions such that Y(P) 2 p 
for all p). 
2. 2: the class of all down-retractions/interior operators (i.e., retractions such that 
r(p)dp for all p). 
3. V: the class of all comparative retractions. 
6 In this section we thus talk about algorithms/reductions with potentially infinitely many steps. For finite 
sets the reduction procedure is an algorithm in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
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4. 2: the class of all retractions onto perfect subsets (cf. [74,75]). 
5. .#h: the class of all retractions r : P -+ P such that IP \ y[P]! <k, 
6. .F := UXEN .Y?~ 
Example 3.9. Situations in which infinite-dismantlability occurs: 
1. If j, in Definition 3.7 is finite, then we will also say that P is .X-dismuntk~~hlc to 
Q. If i is finite and .# = % or .R = % n :X1, we will say P is clisrmuztldh to Q. 
(a) If Q is a singleton and .g = % this coincides with the notion of dismantlability 
used by Baclawski and Bjiirner in [7]. 
(b) If Q is a singleton and .% is the class of retractions that remove irreducible 
points. this coincides with the notion of dismantlability used by Rival in [96]. 
2. For sets with no infinite chains, K-infinite-dismantlability is exactly the dismantling 
process used by Li and Milner in [71,74,75], 
3. For sets with no infinite chains, % U .#‘l-infinite-dismantlability is similar to the 
dismantling process used by Li and Milner in [72,73,77.78]. 
4. The ordered set in Walker’s Remark 5.1 in [ 1301 (the “spider”) is not dismantlable 
to a singleton as in 1 b. However it is %-infinite-dismantlable to a singleton. 
3.3. colY.\ 
Having such a dismantling process available it is reasonable to ask when it might 
stop (compare with the removal step for Xia’s reduction algorithm and Proposition 
2.21). The problems encountered at the limit ordinal are quite subtle (for example 
in their worst form encountered when trying to infinite-dismantle the one-way infinite 
fence) and are dealt with in [71-75,77.78], where conditions on the ordered set are 
given that ensure a smooth transition past the limit ordinal. We will consider the other 
possible stopping point here, namely the situation in which at a certain stage the set 
does not have a suitable retraction any more. (In finite ordered sets this is the only 
way the dismantling process stops.) 
Definition 3.10. Let P be an ordered set and let .# be a class of retractions. Then I-‘ 
is called an -+“-uv~ iff the only retraction I’ : P - P that is in .# is idp. 
Easy examples show that a set can have many cores (every singleton subset of a 
finite fence is a K-core of that fence). but one can show the %-core of a finite set is 
unique up to isomorphism (cf. [31,39]). 
Definition 3.11. Let P be an ordered set and let .X be a class of retractions. We say 
the A’-corr of P is unique or does not clxist iff any two d-cores Cl, C2 to which 
P is ,&-dismantlable are isomorphic or if P is not .&‘-dismantlable to any .X-core. If 
the second possibility can be excluded, then we say tiw ./A-corr of P cxi,vts LIIW’ is 
unique. 
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Lemma 3.12. Let P be un ordered set and let f : P d P be an order-preserving map 
such that there is a k E N such that 
I{P E f’ : f(p) # P)I bk. 
Then fk! is a retraction and J{p E P : fk!(p) # p}I <k. (For the ideu of iterating a 
map to obtain a retraction, compare with Lemma 8 in [96].) 
Proof. Let p E P be such that f(p) # p. Then since the set of points that are not fixed 
by f has <k elements, there are distinct i, j E N such that f’(p) = fj(p). Choose 
i < j both minimal such that f’(p) = fj(p). Then i < k and j - i < k. Moreover for 
all 12 i we have 
fj-i(ft(P)) = f(i-0+, (P) = J“W’(P)) = .f-‘(f’(P)) = f’(P). 
Thus 
Since fk!(.x) = x for all fixed points of f, we are done. q 
Lemma 3.13. Let P be an ordered set. Let /1 be a limit ordinal und let { j.z}r<i be an 
infinitely composable family qf order-preserving maps as in D&ition 3.6. Suppose 
that CC P and S : P --) C ure such that for all CI < /z we have SFric = idc. Then 
SFJJ~ = idc. 
Proof. For x E C let cc, < /z be the smallest ordinal such that FXX(x) = Fp(x) for all 
x,<P < A. (Such LX~ exists since the family {fr}cr<;. IS infinitely composable.) Now 
since SF,Y = idc, we have SF;.(x) = SF,,(x) = x. 0 
Theorem 3.14. Let P be un ordered set. 
1. (cf. [31, Theorem 51 or [39]) Zf P is chain-complete, then 
(a) the V-core of P is unique or does not exist, 
(b) the %-core of P exists and is unique, 
(c) the B-core of P exists and is unique. 
2. For a general ordered set P we have that the B!,-core qf P is unique or does not 
exist. 
3. For a finite ordered set P we have that the Sk-core of P exists and is unique. 
Proof. Part la is proved in [ 1201, the finite case being proved in [3 1,391. The proof 
is similar as the proof for part 2 that we are about to present. Parts lb and lc are 
easy as there is a largest up-retraction (resp. a smallest down-retraction) on every 
chain-complete ordered set. 
For part 2, let C 2 P be an .%!I-core such that there is an infinite &?I-dismantling 
S of P onto C. Let T : P --) P be an infinite Bt-dismantling, which is the infinite 
composition of the gl -retractions {t,}, <j.. We will prove inductively that for all CI we 
have Sr,lc = idc. For x = 0 this is trivial and for r a limit ordinal this follows from 
Lemma 3.13. If x is a successor ordinal, note that ST,_, 1~7 = id,.. Since t,_ 1 is an 
.%I-retraction and since TX_, /c is injective, we have that ({c E C : 3-1 TIP 1 i{-(c) # 
c}l<l. Thus if .f := St,_lT,_l(c, then .f“! = ,f is a retraction by Lemma 3.12 and 
i{c E c : f(c) f c)l<l. s ince C is an .X,-core, this means that ,f’ = id,., i.e., that 
ST, 1, := idc. 
Thus ST(c, = idc. Now suppose C’l,c‘2 are .%,-cores of P with 7’i being an infinite 
-#l-dismantling to Ci (i = 1,2). Then by the above T,T?lc., = idcy, and T?T,lc,, = id(.,, 
and hence CL and C, are isomorphic. 
For part 3, let P be finite and let C 2 P be an -#k-core such that there is an &k- 
dismantling S of P onto C. Let T : P --f P be an MA-dismantling which is the 
composition of the :&?k-retractions {t,},X,;, where i is finite. We will prove inductively 
that for all x there is an order-preserving mapping R, : P - P such that R,T,lc” = icl(.. 
For x = 0 this is trivial (choose Ro := idc) and since i. is finite we do not need 
to consider limit ordinals. If x is a successor ordinal, note that Rx_, TX_, /(. = idc.. 
Since t,_ l is an :&k-retraction and since TX.-, /(. is injective, we have that 1 {I: E I‘ : 
SR,_lt,_, TX_, lc-(c) # c}j <k. Th us if ,f’ := SR,_1t,_1 TX_ 1 )c., then ,f’“! is a retraction 
by Lemma 3.12 and l{c f C : .fk!(c) # c})dk. S’ mce C is an &k-core, this means 
that .f‘“! = id,. Thus, R, := f’!-‘SR,_1 is the map with R,T, z R,t,_1T,_ 1 = 
.fh!-‘.SR,_lt,_lT,_, = idc. 
Since the dismantling of P stops after finitely many steps, there is an order-preserving 
map R such that RTlc = id C. Now suppose Cl, C? are .Y?k-cores of P with r, being 
a finite dismantling to C, (i = I, 2). Then by the above there are order-preserving 
maps R, : P + Ci such that RI Tz(c, = idc,, and RzT, \(.2 = idcy:. Hence, Cl and (‘2 
have the same number of elements. But then T1 I(.: is an isomorphism from 15’2 onto 
T,[G] = Cl. c 
Corollary 3.15 (Compare with main result in Li [71]). Let P he UM ordered set l~.ith 
no one-~~l_y infinite fence and no injinite chains. Then the %-cow exists trnd is uniqw. 
Proof. Existence follows from the main theorem in [71], as for ordered sets with no 
one-way infinite fence and no infinite chains infinite X-dismantlability is equivalent to 
the notion of dismantlability used in [71]. D 
Definition 3.16. Whenever an #-core of an ordered set P exists and is unique we 
denote it (or by abuse of notation the set of all isomorphic -A-cores of P) as thcl 
M-core of P, M-core(P). 
3.4. Fixed point theoremslwflection conditions 
Definition 3.17. We call a condition (C) on a pair (r, P) of an ordered set P and a 
retraction r : P 4 P a rqlection condition for the fixed point property iff under the 
assumption of (C) for all f : P 4 P the condition “Y o ,f Il.[p] has a fixed point” 
implies that f’ has a fixed point. 
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Example 3.18. Examples of reflection conditions are 
1. “P is chain-complete and r is a comparative retraction” (cf. Theorem 3.2), 
2. “r retracts P onto P\ {a} and one of (T a) \ {u} and (1 a) \ {a} has the fixed point 
property” (cf. Theorem 3.4). 
Theorem 3.19 (Compare with the proof of (7)t on p. 360 in [71], or with the proof 
of (6)r on p. 3 11 of [75]) Let P be an ordered set that is 92-injnite-dismantlable 
to R[P] via the family {ra : P, + P,+~},<A. Assume that every (rN,P,) satisjes a 
rejection condition for the jixed point property. Then P has the jixed point property 
$f R[P] does. 
Proof. First note that since R, is a retraction the condition ‘P has the fixed point 
property” implies that R,[P] has the fixed point property for all CI. 
For the other direction let f : P + P be order-preserving. Then Ro f IR[p] = R;,o f jR[p] 
has a fixed point p. We will prove inductively for all cx that the condition ‘R, of IR,[p] 
has a fixed point p” implies that f has a fixed point. For CI = 0 this is trivial. Now 
let a # 0 and assume the assertion holds for all fl < c(. First suppose c1 is a successor 
ordinal. If R, of (R,[p] = r,-1 oR,_lfl~~l~] has a fixed point then (since (r,_l,R,_l[P]) 
satisfies a reflection condition) R,_ 1 f IR,_,[p] has a fixed point. By induction hypothesis 
the latter implies that f has a fixed point. 
Finally if a is a limit ordinal suppose that R, o f IR,[p] has a fixed point p. Then 
there is a y < CY such that R,( f (p)) = R,( f (p)) = p. Thus R, o fl~;,[~] has p as a 
fixed point and by induction hypothesis f has a fixed point. 0 
Theorem 3.19 obviously leads to an algorithm for a sufficient condition for the fixed 
point property: dismantle P via SS?-retractions as far as possible and verify a reflection 
condition at every step. Any set for which this is possible with a core that has the 
fixed point property has the fixed point property itself. The difficulty in finding reflection 
conditions however is considerable as can be seen in [ 1191. Infinite-dismantlability also 
gives an algorithmic insight into a classical result about the fixed point property for 
ordered sets of height 1 (recall that the height of an ordered set P is the number of 
elements in the largest chain in P minus 1): 
Lemma 3.20 (Rival [96, Proposition 31). Let P be a connected ordered set of height 
1 with more than one point, no crowns and no injinite fences. Then P contains an 
irreducible point. 
Proof. Assume P does not contain an irreducible point. Let x0 E P be arbitrary and 
minimal. Let xi be an upper cover of ~0. Assume that x0 < xi > . . .x, have already 
been chosen and (x0,. , ,x,} is a fence. We will assume without loss of generality that 
x,, is minimal. Then x,, has an upper cover u # x,-i. Choose x,+1 := u. Then since P 
does not contain any crowns (x0,. . . ,x,,+l } is a fence. In this fashion we can construct 
an infinite fence in P, contradiction. 0 
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Theorem 3.21 (Nowakowski and Rival [83]; Rival [96]). Lef P he an ordered set of 
heicght 1. Then the following ure equivalent: 
1. P has the fixed point property. 
2. P is c~onnected and contains no cro)L’ns und no infinite ,fence.r. 
3. P is 55 n .JAI-infinite-dismantlahle to a singleton. 
Proof. “1=+2”: Necessity of connectedness is trivial. If P contains a crown P cannot 
have the fixed point property as is proved in [96, p. 312 ff.] (the argument given never 
uses that P is finite). Thus P contains no crowns, Were P to contain an infinite fence 
F and no crowns. then F is an isometric spanning fence and hence by Theorem 2 in 
[34] it is a retract (this is also easy to see directly). This would again imply that P 
does not have the fixed point property. Hence 2 must hold. 
“2~33”: Let PO := P. Suppose fl is an ordinal number and P, as in Definition 3.7 
have already been defined for a < 8. If fl has a predecessor fi ~ 1 such that P,i_l is 
not a singleton, then there is a point x E Ptj-l that is irreducible. Let Y/I-, : P/i__ 1 -+ 
P/i_1 \ {x} be the retraction that removes x and let P/j := P/i_, \ {x}. If /I is a limit 
ordinal notice that since P does not contain any infinite fences for each p E P the 
sequence {RX(p)}Z<,~ as in Definition 3.7 must be constant for Y > ;I,, for some x,,. 
We define Pp := n,,,j P, # 0. If Ptl-i is a singleton we stop. The sequence thus 
generated is an infinite dismantling of P. 
“3=+ I”: Follows from Theorem 3.19. 0 
Theorem 3 in [83], which is used to prove Theorem 4 in [83] (which is Theorem 
3.21 here) can now be obtained via one of the standard translation processes between 
ordered sets and graphs (similar to what is done in [83]). 
Definition 3.22. Let G = (I’, E) be a graph. Then G has a CJVICJ iff there is a subset 
{Cl>. ..,c,,}C V such th t a ck is adjacent to ck+l for k = 1,. . ,n - 1, C, is adjacent 
to cl and there are no further adjacencies. G has an infinite puth iff there is a subset 
{ ~1, ~2,. . .} c V such that pk is adjacent to p~+i and there are no further adjacencies. 
A map ,f‘ : V + V is called a graph endomorphism iff for all x. _V E V with {_x, y} E E 
we have .0x) = .f(.~) or {f(x)~f(~)) E E. 
Corollary 3.23 (Nowakowski and Rival [83]). Let G = (V,E) be u graph. Then ever~~ 
graph endomorphism of G has u fixed edge or a fixed vertex ifl G is connected und 
hots no cycles with 23 vertices and no injinite paths, which is the cuse $f” G is % n.~‘,- 
infinite-dismuntlable to a singleton. (The definition of % n .%‘I-infinite-dismantluhilit~~ 
,fbr graphs is unalogous to the definition of g n%, -infinite-dismantlubility ,for ordered 
sets. ) 
Proof (Compare with the ideu of the proof of Theorem 2.14). Let G = (V, E) be a 
graph. We define an ordered set of height 1 with underlying set P := {{v} : z‘ E V} UE 
and with the order being containment of sets. Let ,f : V + V be a graph endomorphism 
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of G. Then 
if x = {v}, 
if x = {v,w}, 
is an order-preserving map of P. Moreover if F has a fixed point {v} that is minimal 
in P, then f fixes v. If F fixes no singleton, but has a fixed point {v,w} that is 
maximal in P, then f fixes {v, w}. Thus, if P has the fixed point property, then every 
endomorphism of G fixes an edge or a vertex. 
Let h : P + P be an order-preserving map of P that maps the minimal elements to 
minimal elements. If for x E V we let H(x) be the unique element of the singleton set 
h(x), then H is a graph endomorphism of G. Moreover if H has a fixed vertex, then 
clearly h has a fixed point, and if H has a fixed edge {v, w}, then h[{ {v}, {w}}] = 
{{v},(w)} and hence h({v,w}) = {v,w}. Th us if every endomorphism of G has a 
fixed vertex or a fixed edge, then every order-preserving map of P that maps minimal 
elements to minimal elements has a fixed point and consequently P has the fixed point 
property. 
Hence, P has the fixed point property iff every endomorphism of G has a fixed edge 
or a fixed vertex. However, by Theorem 3.21, P has the fixed point property iff P is 
connected and has no crowns and no infinite fences. This is the case exactly when G 
is connected and has no cycles with >3 elements and no infinite paths. 
Finally note that G is % n 9i-infinite-dismantlable to a singleton iff P is. I7 
Corollary 3.24. For a jinite set the %-core is equal to the ‘/; n &?I-core. Since V- 
cores of jinite sets are unique up to isomorphism, the W-core of a finite set can be 
determined in polynomial time: Remove irreducible points until no more irreducibles 
remain. Thus, W-dismantlabihty for jinite sets (which is as shown in [33] nothing else 
but Rival’s dismantlability by irreducibles) can be checked in polynomial time. Hence 
one can by Theorem 3.21 decide in polynomial time whether a given finite ordered 
set of height 1 has the fixed point property. Also by Corollary 3.23 it is possible to 
decide in polynomial time whether all endomorphisms of a given jinite graph jix a 
vertex or an edge. 
3.5. Isotone relations 
Isotone relations are a beautiful variation on the order-preserving mapping theme 
that has a nice solution to its analogue of Problem 1 .I in the finite case. Most results 
in this section are due to or inspired by Walker (cf. [ 1301). For more on the relational 
fixed point property consider [46,64,76, 1081. 
Definition 3.25. Let P be an ordered set and let 9(P) be its power set. Then C$ : P --) 
9(P) \ {@} is called an isotone relation iff p <q implies 4(p) C 4(q), where A C: B 
iff 
1. forallaEAthereisabEBsuchthata<b,and 
2. for all b E B there is an a E A such that b >a. 
An ordered set P is said to have the rebtionnl jixed point property iff for each isotone 
relation 4 : P + Y(P) \ (8) there is a fixed point p t P, i.e., a p E P such that 
P E 43(p). 
Clearly the relational fixed point property implies the fixed point property and it 
is also preserved by retractions. Unfortunately as pointed out in [46, p. 28, (2)] or 
[76, bottom of p. 1611, the set Z U {31x} with its natural order does not have the 
relational fixed point property. Thus the restriction to ordered sets with no infinite 
chains is only natural. In ordered sets with no infinite chains it is then easy to prove 
(cf. [130, Proposition 5.21) that if d, : P 4 Y(P) \ {@} is an isotone relation and there 
are p,q E P such that q E 4(p) and p <q, then $ has a fixed point. This allows us 
to reflect the relational fixed point property: 
Theorem 3.26. Jf’ P is an ordered set Irith no infinite chains und I’ : P d P is u 
compurutivr retruction, then P hus the relutionul ,jised point propert}’ [fl’ r[P] bus the 
relutional jxrd point property. Thus ever), ordered set P \cYth no infinite &ins thut 
is in~r?ittJ-dismLIntluble to u singleton has the relutionul jised point propert?>. 
Since (cf. [ 130, Theorem 5.61) an ordered set P with no infinite chains, the relational 
fixed point property and more than one point must have an irreducible point we arrive 
at the conclusion that the situation described above might be the only case that occurs. 
To back this conjecture we present: 
Theorem 3.27 (Compare with Walker [130, Theorem 5.71). An ordered set P with no 
otzr-,c~u!,-ir?finite fence and no infinite chctins hus the rebtionul ,fixed point proprrtj. 
$f’ P is infinite-dismantluble to u singleton. 
Proof. By the main result in [71], the % f~ .#‘I-core of P exists and by Theorem 5.6 
in [ 1301 it has the relational fixed point property iff‘ it is a singleton. Cl 
Corollary 3.20. One can check in polynomial time Ichether u ,jinite ordered set bus 
the rclutionul ,fi.ued point property since II ,finite ordered set has the relutionul hsed 
point property $f it is % n .%I -dismuntluhle, 
We can also use these results to obtain a quick proof of the finite case of Fofanova 
and Rutkowski’s result on ordered sets of width 2 (recall that the width of an ordered 
set P is the size of the largest antichain in P, where an antichain is a subset of pairwise 
noncomparable elements): 
Corollary 3.29 (Fofanova and Rutkowski [43, Theorem 1, part (1.2) a@d]). Let P 
he u jinite ordered set of’ width 2. Then P bus the ji.urd point property [fr P i.s 
dismuntluble. Thus the fixed point property ,for finite ordered .sets of ~~idth 2 cun hc 
checked in polynomiul time. 
Proof. We will show that P has the fixed point property iff P has the relational fixed 
point property, which by Theorem 3.27 implies the result. It is clear that the relational 
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fixed point property implies the fixed point property. Now suppose P does not have the 
relational fixed point property. Let $ : P --f Y(P) \ (0) be an isotone relation with no 
fixed point. Since P has width 2, 4(p) is a chain for each p E P. Now p H A 4(p) 
is a fixed point free order-preserving map. 0 
Remark 3.30. Note that if Xia’s algorithm applied to the fixed-point-free endomor- 
phism graph terminates with a graph G that has edges, then Q(x) :={u : (x,u) 
not isolated in G} is an isotone relation with no fixed point. Thus isotone relations 
(possibly with additional properties) should play a role in the further investigation of 
Xia’s algorithm for the fixed point property. 
4. Order vs. algebraic topology 
In this section we present the basics of algebraic topology and how they can be 
used to derive fixed point results for ordered sets. In particular, Theorem 4.25 is a 
homological analogue of Theorem 3.4, leading to a possible similar reduction algorithm 
as discussed in Section 3.2 in order to compute the homology for some ordered sets. 
This is inspired by the work of Constantin and Foumier (cf. [IS]) discussed in sections 
4.54.7. We start this section with a review of the basic notions of algebraic topology 
that are needed here. To keep the necessary new vocabulary limited we will not use 
the language of category theory here, though those versed in it will easily be able 
to identify the fimctors, etc, behind the results. Most of the (standard) concepts from 
algebraic topology have been taken from [125, Ch. 4, Sections l-41. Proofs that were 
omitted are either short, or a reference to the proof in the literature is given. 
Notation 4.1. We know (resp. will see) how to assign to an ordered set P a graph 
Gc(P) (the comparability graph), to a graph G a simplicial complex K(G) (cf. Propo- 
sition 4.5), to a simplicial complex K a chain complex C(K) (cf. Definition 4.10) and 
to a simplicial complex K a topological space lKJ (cf. Definition 4.3 1). All these no- 
tions allow constructions that naturally arise in the respective settings, which then can 
also be executed for the induced structures (e.g., the homology complex for a chain 
complex induced by a simplicial complex induced by a comparability graph of an or- 
dered set). To reduce the amount of necessary notations and without spelling out all 
the necessary definitions (which would be a large task indeed) we will sometimes use 
language formally “out of turn” (e.g., talk about the homology complex of an ordered 
set) and abbreviate symbols accordingly (e.g., H(P) rather than H(C(K(Gc(P))))), 
etc. This should not cause any confusion as we will always assume the construction is 
performed for the appropriate induced structure. 
4.1. Simplicial complexes 
Definition 4.2, A simplicial complex K = (V, 9’) consists of a set V (of vertices) and 
a set 9 of finite nonempty subsets of V, called simplexes such that 
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1. All one-point subsets of V are simplexes. 
2. Any nonempty subset of a simplex is also a simplex. 
A q-simplex is a simplex with exactly q + 1 elements and we also say that the dimm- 
sion of the simplex S is q iff S is a q-simplex. If the (q-dimensional) simplex S is 
contained in the simplex T, then we also say that S is a (q-dimensionali ,jace of T. 
Definition 4.3. Let K = (V, 9’) be a simplicial complex. Then the simplicial complex 
K’ := K[V’] := (V’, 9’) is called a frill suhromp1e.v of K iff V’ C V and for all 
simplexes S E .‘F with S C V’ we have S E ,V’. A path is a subset { ~0,. , pn} such 
that fork E {l,..., ?z} the set { pk-_l, pk} is a simplex of K. A component of K is a 
maximal full subcomplex C such that any two vertices of C are in a path. K is called 
connected iff K has exactly one component. 
Definition 4.4. Let K = (V, 9) and K’ = (V’, ,Y’) be simplicial complexes. A function 
,I’ : V + V’ is called a simpliciaf map iff for all S t .‘/’ we have ,f[s] E Y”. An 
idempotent simplicial map is called a retraction. 
There is a natural connection between graphs and simplicial complexes, which shows 
that every graph is just a special simplicial complex. 
Proposition 4.5. Let G = (V,E) and G’ = (V’,E’) he qruphs. Then the clique 
complex of G is the simpliciul complex K(G) tcith uertices V whose simplexes are 
the jinite cliques of G. If f : V 4 C” is u graph homomorphism, then it is also a 
simplicial mup. Moreotler (f’ G # G’, then K(G) # K(G’). 
Though the clique complex is not explicitly mentioned polynomials related to the 
clique complex (“clique polynomials”) are studied in [41,59] (these references were 
pointed out to the author by R. Stanley). The connection between simplicial complexes 
and ordered sets now (naturally) is made through comparability graphs: 
Definition 4.6. Let P be a finite ordered set. Then the P-chain complex K(P) of’ P is 
the clique complex K(Gc(P)) of the comparability graph of P. 
4.2. Chain complexes 
Definition 4.7. A chain complex C = ({ C,,}nE~, {Zy}ytz) is an ordered pair of a 
family {Cn}ntz of abelian groups together with a family of functions s, : C, + C,_, 
(also called boundury maps) such that aY’?4+1 = 0 for all q E Z. C is called ,finite/> 
generated iff C, = 0 for all but finitely many q and all nonzero C, have a finite set 
of generators. 
Definition 4.8. A chain mup f : C + C’ from the chain complex C = ({Cy}+z, 
{ay}qE~) to the chain complex C’ = ({CA}nEz, {?b)yt~) is a family .f={.f,)y~~ 
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of group homomorphisms ,fy : C, ---f 15’; such that for all q E Z we have fy_t o a4 = 
“; Ofq. 
cq 
i, 1 
cq-I 
fq 
- c’ 
)4 
Definition 4.9. Let S = { ua, . . . , oy} be a finite set. Two linear orders njO < rj, < . . 
< Vjq and ljk,, < Vk, < . . . < V&, are equivulently oriented iff the permutation 0 such 
that cr o (ko,. . . , k,) = (Jo,. . , j,) is even. (Equivalent orientation is an equivalence 
relation and it has two equivalence classes for q > 0.) The equivalence class of 
?jU < Vj, < . . . < Vjq will be denoted by [Vi,, vi,, . . . , Vi,] and will be called an orienta- 
tion of S. If vg,..., vy are vertices of a simplex and vi = v, for some i # j, then we 
let [ug,. . . , vq] := 0. 
Definition 4.10. Let K = (V,Y) be a simplicial complex and let S E 9’. For q E Z 
let C,(K) be the free abelian group generated by the orientations of the q-simplexes 
with different orientations of the same simplex being additive inverses of each other. 
Let dt : C,(K) --f C,_](K) be the homomorphism defined on the generators by 
J;(bo, *. . > vql) = ~(-l)‘[L’o,..~, 1, i?. . ., vql. 
i=o 
(8: is well-defined via this definition. The hat indicates, as usual, that the vertex under 
the hat is to be dropped.) C(K) := ({C,(K)},,z, {df},,z) is a chain complex, called 
the oriented chain complex of K. 
Proposition 4.11. Let K = (V, 9) and K’ = (V’, 9’) be simpliciul complexes and 
let f : K d K’ be a simpliciul map. Then f induces a chain map ph : C(K) + 
C(K’) between the corresponding oriented chain complexes viu fih([sO,. . . ,s,]) := 
u-(so ), . . . 2 f (sq >I. 
Lemma 4.12. Let K be a simplicial complex and let L be a subcomplex of K. Then 
C,(L) is a subgroup of C,(K) and the quotient group C,(K,L) := C,(K)/C,(L) is 
well-defined. Moreover 
&r : C,(K,L) + C,-l(K,L); (c + C,(L)) ++ &(c) + G-I(L) 
is u chain map and C(K,L) := ({C,(K,L)},,z, {84}4E~) is a chuin complex. 
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4.3. The Lt$chrtz number 
Definition 4.13. Let C = ({C,},,z, {(?,},E~) be a finitely generated chain complex 
and let ,f : C ---t C be a chain map. The Lgfichetz nurnbrr A(f) of f is defined to be 
/l(h) := C(-1)9Tr(f‘q), 
[/EK 
where Tr denotes the trace. The Euler(-Poincd) charucteristic x(C) of C is defined 
to be 
x(C) := .x (- 1 Yp(C,), 
4EN 
where p denotes the rank. 
For fixed point theory the Lefschetz number of a map is interesting, as it can be 
used as a sufficient criterion for the existence of fixed pointsicliquesisimplexes:’ Let 
f’ : V --f V be a simplicial map on the finite simplicial complex K = (V, ?Y’). If /1( ,f ) # 
0, then there is a q E N such that Tr(fy) # 0. Thus there is a q-dimensional simplex 
s = {Q,...., cy} t 9 such that ,fJ[uO,. . . , uq]) = k[q,. , rq] +h for some li E Z\ {0} 
and h a combination of the generators other than S. However since Jq([v~~. . vq] ) = 
[f’(w,), . ,f’(zly)] this means fJ[~o,. . . , ~‘~1) t {[QI,. . . ,v,], -[a~, , o,]}. Hence, we 
have that ,f [S] = S, i.e., f has a fixed simplex. Now if K is a clique complex and 
f is induced by a graph endomorphism, this means that there is a clique C such that 
,f[C] = C. If K is a P-chain complex and ,f is an order-preserving map on P, then f’ 
maps a chain to itself, which naturally means that f has a fixed point. 
The first arguments by Baclawski and Bjiimer that link algebraic topology to fixed 
points in ordered sets (cf. [7, Theorems 1 .l, 1.2; 18, Thlorkme 1.11) actually prove 
Lefschetz type theorems that state that for an order-preserving map ,f : P + P the 
Euler characteristic of the set Fix(f) of fixed points of .f’ is equal to the Lefschetz 
number of f. Thus we also gain an insight in the structure of Fix(f) (also cf. Section 
5.3). For the sake of brevety we will not deepen this investigation here. 
The above argument leads us naturally to two further combinatorial properties worth 
considering: 
Definition 4.14. A graph with no infinite cliques is said to have the jixed clique prop- 
erty (cf. [ 10, p. 31, this reference was pointed out by S. Hazan, and previously [91,93], 
newer results are in [90]; the fixed clique property is also in a sense anticipated in 
[83], cf. Corollary 3.23 here, which characterizes the fixed clique property for bipartite 
graphs) iff for every graph endomorphism f there is a clique C with ,f’[C] = C. A 
simplicial complex is said to have the ,fisert sirnp1e.u property’ iff for each simplicial 
map ,f on the complex there is a simplex S with ,f [S] = S. 
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Clearly, for ordered sets P with no infinite chains the fixed clique property for the 
comparability graph resp. the fixed simplex property for the P-chain complex both 
imply the fixed point property for P. Moreover, all fixed point theorems for ordered 
sets that are derived using algebraic topology are fixed clique or even fixed simplex 
theorems. Combinatorial fixed clique theorems for finite graphs that are analogous to 
fixed point theorems for ordered sets have been derived in [ 12 l] (due to the fact 
that the definitions of graph endomorphisms and order-preserving maps are formally 
very similar this is not too hard). Further investigation of the fixed simplex property is 
complicated by the fact that there is no easy formal resemblance between the definition 
of an order-preserving map and a simplicial map (also cf. examples in [121]). 
4.4. (Integer) homology 
Here (specifically in Lemma 4.18) is “where the miracle of algebraic topology oc- 
curs”. Through Lemma 4.18 many Lefschetz numbers become computable and thus a 
host of combinatorially surprising fixed point theorems (many of which still have no 
combinatorial proof) enters the theory. 
Definition 4.15. Let C = ({Cq}qE~, {dq}qE~) be a chain-complex. We will call the 
subgroups Z,(C) := ker(a,) the subgroups of cycles of C and the subgroups 
B4(C) := d,+l [C,,,] the subgroups of boundaries of C. The homology groups are the 
quotient groups 
f&(C) := Z,(C)&(C). 
Lemma 4.16 (Spanier [125, Ch. 4, Section 1, Theorem 11). Let C = ({Cq}q~~, 
{a4}4EZ) be a chain-complex. Then 
Z(C) := (~Z,<C>>,EZ~ ~Jh,d~EZ)~ 
B(C) := W&)&z, {~h,dd 
are chain-complexes. If we define 
a; : Hq(C) + H,-1(C); (c f&(C)) ++ &Jc> +&-I(C), 
then 8; is a group homomorphism and H(C) := ({H,(C)},~z,{d~},~z) is a chain- 
complex. We will call these complexes the cycle, boundary and homology complex. 
Lemma 4.17 (Spanier [125, Ch. 4, Section 1, Theorem I]). Let C = ({Cq}qE~, 
{d,},,Z) and C’ = ({C~},,Z, {8G}sE~) be chain-complexes and let f : C + C’ be a 
chain map. Let 
f; : &(C) + H&‘); Cc + 4(C)) ++ fq(c) + WC’). 
Then all f; are well-dejked and f * is a chain-map. 
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Lemma 4.18 (Spanier [125, Ch. 4, Section 7, Theorem 61). Let C be a finitely gen- 
erated chain complex and let f : C ---f C be a chain map. Then 
/i(f) = W”* )3 
X(C) = X(H(C)). 
Proof. First note that .fq[Zq(C)] C Z,(C) and fq[By(C)] LB,(C), since for x E Z,(C) 
we have 
(‘yJ’&) = .&Id&) = fq-l(0) = 0, 
while for y t BJC) there is an x E C,, 1 with y = i;,+l (x) and thus 
f<,(Y) = fJ&r+1(X)) = a,+lf,+l(x) E K&C). 
Now since Z,(C) E HJC) @ BJC) and C,/Z,(C) M Bq_~(C) (with a4 being the 
isomorphism) we have 
Wf,lz,(c)) = W.f,l*) + WfqlB,((.j)3 
Wfq) = Wf,lz,cc,) + Wfq-I IB,_,(C)). 
Adding the two equations, multiplying with (- I)Y and summing over q gives the 
equality of the Lefschetz numbers and the equality of the Euler characteristics follows 
from x(C) = A(id). 0 
Lemma 4.19. Let K = (V, 9’) be a jinite simplicial complex and let k be the number 
qf’components oj’ K. Then Ho(K) is isomorphic to Zk. 
Proof. The generators for l&(K) are the differences L’ - w, where v,w are vertices 
of K with {v, w} E 9’. Thus if U, z are vertices in the same component of K, then 
u -z E Be(K). On the other hand, if u - z E Be(K), then u - z must the the sum of 
finitely many generators of l&(K) and thus u and z must be in the same component 
of K. 
Since Zo(K) = Co(K) = V, the vertex set of K, this implies that any two vertices 
x, Y in the same component of K satisfy x + l&(K) = y + B,,(K), while if x’ and y’ 
are not in the same component of K we have x’ f&(K) # y’+&(K). Hence, Ho(K) 
has exactly k generators with no further conditions to be satisfied, i.e., it is isomorphic 
to Zk. 0 
In particular, this means that if K is connected, then Ho(K) is isomorphic to Z. If 
this is the only interesting homology group of K, we will say that K is acyclic. 
Definition 4.20. Let C = ({Cq}qEz, {C74}4rz) be a chain complex. Then C is called 
acyclic iff 
WC) = C (0) if 4 # 0, z if q = 0. 
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Lemma 4.21. Suppose K = (V, 9) is a finite acyclic simplicial complex. Then for 
each simplicial map f : V + V we have that f * = idz and thus A(f) = 1. Hence, 
for every simplicial map f : K + K there is a simplex V such that f [V] = V. 
Lemma 4.22 (cf. [125, Chapter 4, Section 7, Lemma 31). Let K, L be simplicial com- 
plexes such that L is a full subcomplex and a weak retract’ of K. Then H(K) is 
isomorphic to the direct sum H(L)@H(K,L), where H(K,L) is the homology complex 
of C(K, L). 
Definition 4.23. We will say a simplicial complex (V,Y) satisfies the clique condi- 
tion iff for all subsets (~0,. . . , ok} c V with {vi, vi} E 9 for all i # j we have that 
{a,,,...,nk} E 9. 
Clearly a simplicial complex is the clique complex of a graph iff it satisfies the 
clique condition (cf. [46, Proposition 4.41, or originally [126], Gikas also investigates 
the Euler characteristic of the chain complex of an ordered set in [46, Ch. 41). 
Lemma 4.24. Let K = (V, Y) be a clique complex of a jinite graph, let x E V, let 
R := K[V \ {x}] be the fill subcomplex on V \ {x} and let 
N; := K[{v E V : of x, {v,x} E 9’}] 
be the full subcomplex on the pointed neighborhood of x. Then for q3 1 there is an 
isomorphism 44 : C,(K)/C,(R) + C,_,(N,‘) such that for q32 we have d,_l o 4y = 
4,_1 o Jq. This implies that for q >2 we have H,(K,R) is isomorphic to H,_i(N,‘). 
Moreover, Ho(K, R) = 0 in case that there is a v E V with {v,x} E Y and Ho(K, R) = 
Z if not. If N: has k connected components, then Hl(K,R) is isomorphic to Zk-‘. 
(Z” and Z-’ are to be the trivial group {O}.) 
ci, 1 1 &-I @4-l 
C,-l(KW,-l(R) A Cy-2W:) 
Proof. First note that if {IJO,. . , vq} is a simplex of K that does not contain X, then 
[vo,..., vq] + C,(R) = 0 + C,(R). On the other hand no nonzero sum of orientations of 
simplexes that all contain x can ever be in C,(R). Thus the cosets of the orientations of 
the simplexes that contain x are a set of generators for C,(K)/C,(R) with no equations 
a For the definition of a weak retract, cf. Definition 4.33. Presently it is enough to assume L is a retract 
to understand the following results. 
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beyond [co,. . , uq] + C,(R) = -[II~(~),. . , z’,(~,] + C,(R) for 0 being an odd permutation 
to be satisfied. 
Let q >2. If {we,. . . , wq} is a simplex that contains x, we can find a representative 
(WA <: . . . < WJ&, < w;} of [wg ,..., ;l/q] such that W: = X. Since any two such 
representatives only differ by an even permutation of the indices up to q - I we have 
that 4r,([w~~,.. .,vv~]) := [IV&. ,M&, ] is a well-defined map from the set of orientations 
of simplexes that contain x to C,_ 1 (N,:). Since the orientations of simplexes that contain 
x are a system of representatives for the generators of C,(K)/C,(R) and their inverses 
and since 
&&[M’O ,...1 w/])=qLl(-[w;,w; ,...) u:,_,,s]) = &/([w;,w; ,.... u/.:,_,,x]) 
= [w{ ) wjl, . , w; _ , ] = -[l& WI,. , , IV_ , ] 
= -qs,([w& w;, . , w;_,,xl) = --&y([JQo,.. ,w,]), 
$4 extends in a natural fashion to a homomorphism from C,(K)/C,(R) to C,-,(N{), 
which we will also call 44. For q = 1, we let 4l([a,x] + C,(R)) := [u], ~I([x,u] + 
Cl(R)) := -[a] and extend this in the natural fashion to a homomorphism. Surjectivity 
of #(, follows from the clique condition and if 
( 
n 
db/ ~(-1)~~~wk.o~...,wk,y--l,xl = 05 
h=l 1 
then >I; _, (- I )‘” [wk.~, . , ~k,~_ I ] = 0, which implies that 
1 l;‘-, (- 1 )‘” [%,O, . . . , wk,y- I ,x] = 0. 
Thus 4(, is an isomorphism (for q = I this is trivial). To see the equation ?(,-l o aq = 
4y-I 0 r$ for q32 consider: 
4-1 0 & (bo,...,~~-~,~l +C,(R)) 
4--l 
= Cq_,([W&..., wq-,I) = C(m-I)‘[ y,, ) I& . wq- , ] 
i-0 
i 
q--l 
= q&-l C(-l)‘[wg ,..., 1; I,..., w;~-,,x]+C,-I(R) 
iA ) 
= h-1 0 i;y(hl >...,w-1,x1+ C,(R)). 
For q 3 2 the statement for the homology groups is now trivial. For q = 0 note that 
Bo(K,R) is the whole group Co(K,R) (which is generated by [x]+Co(R)) in case there 
is a I: E P’ such that {x, n} E Y and that &(K, R) = (0) if not. For q = 1 note that the 
generators of B,(K,R) are the set {[a,~] - [b,x] + Cl(R) : {a,b},{a,x},{h,.u} E JS”}. 
while the generators ofZl(K,R) are the set {[a,~]-[6,x]+Ct(R) : (a,x}.{h,x} E .U}. 
Thus any difference [a,~] - [c,x] + C,(R) with a, c in the same component of N: is in 
BI (K,R) and no difference [a,~] - [d,x]+C,(R) with a, d in different components of N.: 
is in B,(K,R). If Ni is connected, then clearly Bl(K,R) = Zl(K,R) and Hl(K,R) = {0} 
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If N: is not connected, let Ko,. . . , Kk be the components of N: and let vi be a vertex 
of K;. Then the generators ([v;,x] - [uj-1,x] + C,(R)) + B,(K,R) (i = I,...,k) are 
mutually distinct and there are no equations between them to be satisfied. Moreover 
all other elements of N1 (K,R) are sums of these generators and their inverses. This 
proves the claim. cl 
Theorem 4.25 (Compare with Theorem 3.4). Let K = (V, 9) be the clique complex 
of a finite graph. Suppose that K[ V \ {x}] 1 IJ a weak) retract of K. Then K is acyclic ( 
!ff 
1. K[ V \ {x}] is acyclic, and 
2. N,’ is acyclic. 
Theorem 4.25, which is an easy consequence of Lemmas 4.22 and 4.24, provides 
an algorithm to compute the homology of collapsible ordered sets. These are defined 
as follows. 
Definition 4.26. We define (connected) collapsibility by induction on IPJ: 
1. The empty set is collapsible, but not connectedly collapsible, 
2. The one-point ordered set is collapsible and connectedly collapsible. 
A finite ordered set P with JPl>2 points is called (connectedly) collapsible iff there 
is a point x such that 
I. P \ {x} is a retract of P, 
2. P \ {x}is (connectedly) collapsible, 
3. (1‘xU1x)\{ > ( x 1s connectedly) collapsible. 
Obviously (connected) collapsibility is a generalization of dismantlability. However, 
while dismantlability of an ordered set can be determined in polynomial time, it is 
not clear if the same can be said for (connected) collapsibility (cf. Open Question 
3). Connected collapsibility also gives some insight in the structure of the sets of 
fixed points of order-preserving maps (cf. Theorem 5.6). The definition of connectedly 
collapsible graphs is analogous and we can record: 
Theorem 4.27. Every connectedly collapsible graph is acyclic. Thus by the arguments 
in Section 4.3 (resp. Lemma 4.21 j every connectedly collapsible graph has the fixed 
clique property. 
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a connectedly collapsible graph. We prove the statement 
by induction on n = (VI. For n = 1 there is nothing to prove. Now suppose n 32 
and the result holds for all graphs with 1 V) E { 1,. . , n - l}. Let G = (V,E) be a 
graph with IV/ = n. Then by the definition of connected collapsibility there is an 
x E V such that V \ {x} is a retract of V, G[V \ {x}] IS connectedly collapsible and 
G[N;] = G[{v E V : {v,x} E E,v fx}] . IS connectedly collapsible. Then G[Nj] is not 
an empty graph (since the empty graph is not connectedly collapsible). Thus since both 
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G[V \ {x}] and G[NJ h ave at most n - 1 vertices both are acyclic. Thus by Theorem 
4.25 G is acyclic. 0 
Corollary 4.28. Every dismuntluhlr ,jinite or&red set is acyclic. 
Proof. Dismantlability implies connected collapsibility. 0 
Corollary 4.29. For rvrry collapsible finite or&red set P the ,fdlou~iny me equiw- 
1CJnt: 
1. P has the jixed point property. 
2. P is connectedly collapsible. 
3. P is ucyclic. 
Proof. “2+3” follows from Theorem 4.27. “3=+1” follows from Lemma 4.21. Finally 
for “1=+2” suppose P is collapsible and not connectedly collapsible. We will prove by 
induction on n := IPI that P does not have the fixed point property. For n = 1 there is 
nothing to prove. Suppose now n > 1 and the result holds for all ordered sets Q with 
IQ1 <: II. Then there is a retractable point x E P such that P \ {x} is collapsible and 
not connectedly collapsible or [(T X) U (J, x)] \ { x IS collapsible and not connectedly } 
collapsible. By induction hypothesis this would mean that P \ {x} does not have the 
fixed point property or [(T x) U ( j, x)] \ {x} d oes not have the fixed point property or it 
is empty (in which case it also does not have the fixed point property). This implies 
by Theorem 3.4 that P does not have the fixed point property. 0 
Again clearly a similar result can be proved relating collapsibility of graphs to 
acyclicity and the fixed clique property. 
Example 4.30. The homology complex of a four-crown is by Lemma 4.24 and Corol- 
lary 4.28 easily found to be HO z Z, HI z Z, and Hq = (0) for q $2 (0, I}. 
The homology complex of the ordered sets P and P U {x} in Fig. 3 (cf. [ 18, Re- 
marque 3.91. the set P is originally found in [97]) is HO = H2 = Z and all other 
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homology groups being zero (P U {x) is collapsible, so we can compute its homology, 
x is escamotable in P U {x}, thus via Definition 4.38 and Proposition 4.39 we see that 
P and P U {x} have the same homology). However P has the fixed point property, 
while P U {x} does not. In particular this means there is no generalization of Lemma 
4.21 that guarantees a fixed simplex when only even homology groups are nonzero. 
It is finally worth recording that (obviously) since the homology of an ordered set 
and the associated complexes are defined through the comparability graph they all 
are comparability invariants and thus only useful in the study of other comparability 
invariants. 
4.5. Topological considerations 
Theorem 4.25 can be viewed as a homological analogue of Theorem 3.4. Since the 
assumptions only require that the retraction is a weak retraction, it is now natural 
to look for conditions that ensure the existence of such a weak retraction. Most of 
the work in that direction has been done by Constantin and Fournier in [lS]. The 
connection to topology is established through the topological realization of a simplicial 
complex: 
Definition 4.31. Let K = (V, 9) be a finite simplicial complex. We define the topo- 
logical realization IKI of K to be the metric space consisting of the set of functions 
CI : V - [0, l] such that for each a 
1. {u E V : a(u) # 0) is finite, 
2. C,,,@) = 1. 
with the metric 
4% P> := J c (Nu) - BW2. UEV 
Clearly the topological realization of a finite simplicia1 complex can be embedded 
as a subspace in RI ‘1 with the usual topology. Simplicial maps are extended to affine 
maps by affine interpolation. 
Definition 4.32. Let X, Y be topological spaces, X’ CX and let f, g : X - Y be 
continuous functions that agree on X’. Then H : X x [0, l] - Y is called a homotopy 
from f to g relative to X’ iff 
1, H is continuous. 
2. H(., 0) = f(m) and H(-, 1) = g(a). 
3. For all x’ E X’ and t E [0, 11 we have H(x’, t) = f(~‘) = g(x’). 
In this situation we will also say that f is homotopic to g dative to X’. If X’ = 0 
we just say f is homotopic to g. 
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Definition 4.33. Let X be a topological space, let A LX and let i : A + X be the 
inclusion map. Then A is called 
I. A trecrk wtmct iff there is a continuous map r : X + A such that ri is homotopic 
to the identity idA of A, 
2. A (strong) dqftirmution retract 9 iff there is a retraction I’ : X + .4 such that ir is 
homotopic to the identity idx of X relative to A. 
Remark 4.34. Since a (strong) deformation retract is in particular a (topological) re- 
tract, it is also a weak retract. 
Definition 4.35. A topological space X is called contractible iff the identity map id,\ 
of X is homotopic to a constant map. The homotopy in question is also called a WZ- 
truction. A finite simplicial complex is called contractible iff its topological realization 
is contractible. 
Example 4.36. Let K be a finite simplicial complex such that there is an .Y E K such 
that x is in every maximal simplex in K. Then K is contractible. 
Lemma 4.37 (Baclawski and Bjomer [7, p. 2711; [ 125, p. 1631). A contractible .sim- 
plicial complex is acyclic. 
From Lemmas 4.22 and 4.24 we can easily infer that if (P \ {,Y}I is a weak retract 
of (PI and (T XU 1 x) \ {x} is acyclic, then H(P) x H(P \ {x}). This can be seen 
as an underlying fact to the work in [18] in which contractibility (through Proposition 
4.39) plays a central role. 
Definition 4.38 (Constantin and Foumier [ 18, Definition 3.11). Let K = (V, 5”) be a 
simplicial complex and let x E V. Then x is called escamotable iff N_J is contractible. 
Proposition 4.39 (Constantin and Foumier [18, Proposition 3.71). Let K = (V, -‘/‘) he 
the clique complex of u,finite graph and let x E V. [f’x is escamotuble, then K[ V\{x}] 
is u (strong) d<fbrmation retract and hence a weak retruct 9f’K. Moreocrr. H(K) z 
H(K[V \ {x}]) und K 1s contractible $f K[V \ {x}] is. 
Proof. The homotopy of idllcf to a retraction onto IK[V \ {x}]] relative to IK[V \ {x)11 
is constructed as follows: Let N, := K[{ v E V : {x,v} E 9}] and let H : Ix:1 x [0, I] + 
INil be a contraction. Then for each point y E IN,, I there are unique f,, t [0, I] and 
Z,. E IN,!\ such that y = t,.x + (1 - t,)z,. and 
h(J, t) := 
{ 
(t,.--$)x+(1 -t,, -tt,.)H(z,,tt,.) for y E IN,/, 
Y otherwise, 
is a (strong) deformation retraction from lK I to IK[ V \ {x)11. 0 
’ In [ 181 these structures are called deformation retracts, in [ 1251 strong deformation retracts 
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Definition 4.40. A topological space X is said to have the topological jixed point 
property iff each continuous self-map f : X + X has a fixed point. 
For any finite ordered set all the properties below make sense. They are listed such 
that the lower-numbered properties imply the higher-numbered ones. Similar lists can 
be made up for graphs and simplicial complexes. 
1. P is dismantlable, 
2. P is “dismantlable via removing escamotable points”, 
3. P is contractible, 
4. P is acyclic, 
5. IPI has the topological fixed point property, 
6. K(P) has the fixed simplex property, 
7. Gc(P) has the fixed clique property, 
8. P has the fixed point property. 
“P is connectedly collapsible” fits in between conditions 1 and 2 (cf. [123]). 
4.6. Cutsets 
Theorem 4.41 (Compare with Constantin and Fournier [18, Theoreme 4.11). Let K = 
(V, Y) be the clique complex of a ,finite graph and assume B C V is such that jbr 
every nonempty simplex S C V \ B the simplicial complex K[{ v E B : S U {v} E 9’} is 
contractible. Then every x E V \ B is escamotable. Moreover, H(K) M H(K[B]) and 
K is contractible $f K[B] is contractible. 
Proof. This is an induction on n := 1 V \ BI. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove. So 
now let n > 0 and suppose the result holds for all k < n. Let x E V \ B and let 
V’ := {v E V : {v,x} E Y} \ {x}, K’ := N: = K[V’] and let B’ := V’ n B # 0. Then 
K’ and B’ satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem: In fact if S C V’ \ B’ is a simplex in 
K’, then by the clique condition S U {x} is a simplex in K and again via the clique 
condition 
K[{v E B’ : S u {v} E Y} = K[{v E B : (S u {x}) u {v} E .sP}], 
where the latter simplicial complex is contractible. Moreover, K[B’] = K[{v E B : 
{v,x} E Y}] is contractible by assumption. Now since 1 V’ \ B’J < n by induction 
hypothesis K’ is contractible and thus x is escamotable. 
To prove the “moreover” part we need to prove that K is “dismantlable via es- 
carnotable points” to K[B]. To see this it is good enough to show that K[V \ {x}] and 
B satisfy the assumption of the theorem. Let S & V \ ({x} U B) be a simplex. Then 
K[{v E B : Su {v} E Y}] IS contractible by assumption and we are done. 0 
Clearly a set B as above must intersect every maximal simplex, which is exactly the 
notion of a cutset. 
Definition 4.42. Let K = (V, -9) be a finite simplicial complex. Then A C V is called 
I. A cutsrt iff A intersects every maxima1 simplex. 
2. An ustrd .suhset iff there is a k E V such that for all CI G A we have { LI. k} E .‘I. 
3. An ustval subset \i’ith u center c iff 
(a) A is astral. 
(b) For all N E A we have {a,~} E .V. 
(c) If k g V is such that for all a t A we have {a, k} E JY, then {k, c} t .I/‘. 
4. A coherrnt cvtsrt iff A is a cutset and every astral subset of A has a center. 
5. Semi-houndd Hal B iff A C B, every element of B is a center of a subset of il and 
for every astral subset S of A the set B contains one center of S. 
Theorem 4.43 (Baclawski and BjGrner [7, Corollary 2.61; Constantin and Fournier 
[ 18, Th&oreme 4.61; Edelman [37, main theorem on p. 1171; Rutkowski [ 109, Theorem 
31; Schriider [I 18, Theorem 5.31). Let K = (V,.c/,) he thr clique complrs of’ II jinitc 
qruph. Suppose C is a coherent cwtsrt of K that is semi-hounded by B. Thor c~r’c~~*.r’ 
.Y E V ‘\ B is escumotuhl~ in K. In purtidur K is cwltructihl~ $f K[B] is NIP 11x1 trlso 
IZLIW H(K) M H(K[B]). 
Proof. We will prove that the simplicial complex satisfies the assumption of Theorem 
4.41. Let S 2 V \ B be a simplex. Then the set {I’ t B : S U {I.} E _“} has a center 
and is thus contractible. 0 
One of the most intriguing results in the fixed point theory of ordered sets is Ba- 
clawski and BjGrner’s result that every finite truncated noncomplemented lattice has 
the fixed point property. The original proof (cf. [7, Corollary 3.21) is quite complex (it 
ultimately goes back to the intricate topological arguments in [l 1, Theorem 3.21, resp. 
to the arguments in [5, Corollary 6.31) and seems to be not algorithmic. The reduction 
arguments of Constantin and Fournier can be used to give another proof of this result. 
Interestingly even though Baclawski and BjGmer’s result is topological and should thus 
have analogues for the fixed simplex and the fixed clique property, we need to assume 
that we are working with ordered sets for this proof. 
Definition 4.44. (Constuntin und Fournirr [ 18, Definition 5. I] und prcc,cdimg rc- 
marks). Let P be a finite ordered set. We define the lon,rr distunc.c~ d(x, J’) from .Y t P 
to .v ti P to be the length n of the shortest fence I = .XO 3.~~ <.Q 3 . .,I-,, I: ~3 from .Y 
to y. We set 
.X V y := {z : d(x,z) = d(x,_v) - 1 and z - y}. 
I; := max{n E N : d(x, y) = n for some J’ t P} will be called the lon~cr .v-rudil/.s c!f 
P. P will be called breukfy norzcomplrmmted from MOW (ma1 complCment6 par le 
bas) iff there is an x E P such that for all J’ g P \ {x} the set I V y is contractible. 
Baclawski and BjGmer’s classical result now easily follows from: 
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Theorem 4.45 (cf. Constantin and Foumier [lS, Theo&me 5.21). Every jnite ordered 
set that is weakly noncomplemented from below is contractible and thus has the jixed 
point property. 
Proof. The proof is an induction on r,, the lower x-radius of P, with x as in the 
definition of weak noncomplementedness from below. For r, E (0, I} there is nothing 
to prove as P has a largest element. Now assume that r, = n + 1 and the theorem 
holds for all weakly noncomplemented from below sets P with r, <n. Then B := 
{y E P : d(x,y)dn} 1s weakly noncomplemented from below and thus contractible. 
It is thus sufficient to verify that the conditions of Theorem 4.41 are satisfied. (This 
is again a nice exercise in the translations between ordered sets, graphs and simplicial 
complexes.) We can assume without loss of generality that y1 is even. 
Let C be a chain in P \ B and let y be the largest element of C. Then there is a 
fence x = x0 2x1 < x2 > . . < x, > x,+1 = y from x to y. We will now show that 
{vEB:CU{ }’ v IS a chain } = XV y, which is contractible, thus concluding the proof: 
Let v E B be such that C U {u} is a chain. Then d(x, v) = i <n. Moreover since v is 
comparable to y we infer n + 1 = d(x, y) 6 i + 1. Thus d(x, v) = n and thus v E x V y. 
Conversely if v E x V y, then d(x, v) = n, so v E B. Moreover, we must have v > y 
(otherwise d(x, y) <n), which means that C U {v} is a chain, 0 
4.8. Triangulations of S” 
In this section we briefly indicate how to construct a large family of examples 
of finite ordered sets that have a fixed point free automorphism and are such that 
all retracts have the fixed point property. This shows that despite some nice results 
for special classes of ordered sets the approach 3 in the introduction might not lead 
to a resolution of the fixed point problem, as there are too many forbidden retracts. 
Theorem 4.51 was revealed to the author by an anonymous referee. It also gives a 
negative answer to Problem 2 in [97]. The author would like to hereby express his 
gratitude to this referee. 
Definition 4.46. Let S” denote the n-dimensional unit sphere, i.e., 
S” := {(x,,... ,x,+l):x:+...+x,2+1 = 1). 
We will always consider S” with the standard topology inherited from R”+’ 
Lemma 4.47. Let n 32. Every retract oJ’S” that is not equal to S” has the topological 
fixed poi& property. 
Proof. Let Y : S” + S” be a retraction, i.e., a continuous idempotent map with 
r[S”] # 9. Then y[Sn] is isomorphic to a retract of the n-dimensional unit ball which 
has the topological fixed point property by Brouwer’s fixed point theorem. q 
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Definition 4.48. Let K be a finite simplicial complex. Then K is called a triangulution 
of’s” iff the topological realization IK] of K is homeomorphic to S”. 
Definition 4.49. Let K = (V,.cP) be a simplicial complex. Then the incidence lutficr 
Lq of K is the ordered set consisting of .Cf’U{o), V} ordered by inclusion. The trwwutetl 
incidence luttice is LK := G \ (0, V}. 
Lemma 4.50. Every nontriviul retruct of’ the truncuted incidence luttice Lk qf’a tri- 
angulution qf S” with n 3 2 has the (order-theoretical) ,jixed point property. 
Proof. Let LK be the truncated incidence lattice of the triangulation K of S”. Let 
r : LK 4 LK be a nontrivial retraction with Y[_!,K] # LK. Then there is a minimal 
element m of LK that is not in ~[LK]: Indeed otherwise r fixes all minimal elements of 
LK, which implies r(x)>x for all x E L K. Then there is a y E LK such that r( _I,) > J 
and r(p) = p for all p > y. Then y has exactly one upper cover and there is a maximal 
element M E LK such that A4 \ y has exactly one point (otherwise .L’ has more than 
one upper cover). Thus A4 is the only upper bound of y. But then every point .Y 
that is in the interior of the topological realization lyl L IKl of 1; is such that for all 
I: > 0 small enough we have that B,,(x)17 1K1 is homeomorphic to the upper half space 
{(XI,. . . ,x,~ ) : xi E R,xn > O}. Since S” is an n-dimensional manifold without boundary 
this is a contradiction to (K 1 being homeomorphic to S”. 
Let ,f : ~[LK] - ~[LK] be an order-preserving map. Let F := ,for. For each minimal 
element p E LK choose a minimal element G(p) t r[LK] such that G(p)<F( p). For 
4 E Lh not minimal Let 
G(q) := v{G(p) : p E LK, p<q is minimal }. 
Then G is order-preserving on LK. Moreover, GILA” is a retraction and Gir-kl! induces 
a simplicial map on K that is a nontrivial retraction (we have shown above that the 
retract does not contain all minimal elements), which can be extended to a continuous 
retraction R : 1 K 1 + IKI. Now by Lemma 4.47, R[IKI] = IGIL^l![K]l has the topological 
fixed point property. Thus the continuous map on R[JKI] induced by G has a fixed 
point p. Let S be the smallest simplex in G lLK1![K] such that p E /S( cR[(KI]. Then 
G maps S to a sub-simplex of S, i.e., G(S) > S and thus G has a fixed point. Thus 
F 3 G has a fixed point, which must be a fixed point of .f’. n 
Theorem 4.51. Let K be u triangulation qf’ S” thut bus u reulizution IK1 such thut 
the untipodal mup x H -x maps k-simplexes oJ’ K to k-simpleses of K. Then the 
truncuted incidence luttice LK qj K has a ,fixed point ,free uutomorphistn and all 
nontriviul retracts qf LK huve the (order-theoreticul) ,fised point property. 
Proof. For each simplex S of K let A(S) := -S. By hypothesis this is well-defined. 
Since no simplex is equal to its antipode A : LK + LK is a fixed point free order- 
preserving automorphism of LK. By Lemma 4.50 all nontrivial retracts of LK have the 
(order-theoretical) fixed point property. ;I 
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Remark 4.52. It is clear that the above construction can be carried out for other kinds 
of polyhedral complexes such as buckyballs, etc. Also we should note that this is a 
result about the fixed clique and the fixed simplex properties as well as the fixed point 
property. 0 
4.9. More late-breaking news . . . 
In May-June 1996 results that give algebraic (resp. combinatorial) proofs for the 
result that every finite truncated noncomplemented lattice has the fixed point property 
were announced by Baclawski [6] and by McKee and Prisner [81]. We will present 
McKee and Prisner’s approach here as their methods are natural applications of what 
is discussed in this section. The following is thus nothing but a translation of the 
results in [81] from their original version for modulo 2 homology to integer homol- 
ogy. It becomes necessary, since the beautiful geometric approach to homology in 
[81] seems to depend on the fact that - 1 = 1 in Z 2, while the arguments general- 
ize beyond this visualization. One just needs to carefully keep track of the signs at 
times. 
Lemma 4.53 (McKee and Prisner [81, Lemma 51). Let G = (V,E) be a graph, let 
v E V and let [u,u,‘,. .,vi], [U,ZI~ ,..., vi], . . ., [u,u~ ,..., vi], [IJ~+‘,u~” ,..., $+]I, . . ., 
[v,“, up,. . . ,I$] be q-dimensional oriented simplexes in the chain complex associated 
with G such that no 4’ is equal to v. If v occurs in no oriented simplex of 
ci,(Cf&,~ ,..., q+~;rl+,r&~ ,..., ~$1)) then we have that d,_ I( c:.=l [4,. . . , 41) 
= 0. 
Proof. In case q = 1, there is nothing to prove (the boundary of a sum of zero- 
dimensional simplexes is 0). Let [WI,. . . , w,-11 be a (q - 2)-dimensional oriented sim- 
plex that occurs in one of the (q - 1 )-dimensional simplexes [d, . . . , 41, with j E 
{l,..., t}. Then [v,wt ,..., wq-t] occurs once (positive or negative) in i3,([v, dl.. . , z&l), 
but by assumption it does not occur in d, ( Cl=t [v, 4,. . . ,d] + C,“_t+, [z& 4,. . . , I$]) 
Therefore [v, ~1,. . . , w,-11 occurs in an even number, say 2R, of the [v, 4,. . . , z&l 
0’ E {l,..., t}) and it occurs such that in k of the a,([v,4,. . . ,d]) the summand 
[v,w,..., wq_l] is positive and in the other k boundaries it is negative. If [v,wt,. . . , 
w~-~] is a positive summand of a,([v, 4,. . . , v’,]), then [WI,. . . ,w,_l] is a negative sum- 
mand of ay_t([4,... 
in a4-I(c;=I[u:,..., 
, ~$1) and vice versa. Thus no multiple of [WI,. . . , w,_l] occurs 
41) by the observed cancellation. The conclusion follows. 0 
Theorem 4.54 (McKee and Prisner [81, Theorem 61). Let G = (V,E) be a graph and 
let u E Y be such that H,(G[N(u) \ {II}]) = (0). Then 
1. Ifq = 1 and I&(G[N(v) \ {v}]) = Z, then HI(G) = HI(G[V \ {v}]). 
2. Ifq32 and ff&_~(G[N(v) \ {v}]) = {0}, then H,(G) = H,(G[V \ {II}]). 
Proof. Assume q31, H,(G[N(u)\{v}]) = (0). If q = 1 assume Ho(G[N(v)\{v}]) = 
Z, if q32 assume Hq_-l(GIN(u) \ {v}]) = (0). 
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First, we show that every homology class of q-dimensional cycles has a representa- 
tive that does not contain U. Assume q32. Let C := xi_, [t’, v{. . . , ~$1 + c,“_,, l [CL. 
2:{, . L{] be a representative of the homology class C + B,(G), with VI # I*. If 
t = 0, we are done, so we can assume t3 1. By Lemma 4.53, xi_, [I+{, . . , d,] is 
a (q -~ I)-cycle of G and hence also of G[N(u) \ {c}]. Since H,_~(G[N(u) \ {v}]) = 
(0) there are q-simplexes [IV;, ., wl], ., [w&. ,I$] of G[N(o) \ {r}] such that 
i;, (Cl._, [IV&. . , ~$1) = xi=, [TV{, . . , $1. But then 
Thus 
i 
s 
3, ,p>. ,w;1 + 5 [L&L&. , $1 ) c = d, &,. . , WfJ -~ h,L), L$, ,P$] /=‘+I i=l j-l 1 
= &&,+, E :_,r u,w; ,...) w$] > =o. 
Thus C’ := x,;=,[wb,. . . , wi] + ~,~=,+, [I$, u;, . . , ~(1 forms a q-dimensional cycle with 
vertices in V \ { 11). Finally C and C’ are homologous. since 
c’ - c 
s 
= p,..., wi]+ 5 [L&L( )...) Lj,]- ?[1:aj ,...) L$+ 5 [u;,t’~ )...) L$] 
j=t+l i 
j=l /-/+I ) = f+., wil- &[u:L( )...) u;, =c7q+, -&[“,Wb ,...) w;] 
j=l ( i-l > 
In case q = 1, let C := x;.=,(-1)“/[1:,*/] + c,“_,+, [v/&u{] be a representative of the 
homology class C + By(G), with tii # V. t must be even, say t = 2k and k of the s, 
must be 0, the rest 1 (otherwise the boundary of C contains a multiple of [t,]). Since 
Ho(G[N(n) \ (~11) = 6 we have by Lemma 4.19 that G[N(tl) \ { ZI}] is connected. 
However then CI=.l(-l~i’[CJI]+Bg(GIN(z,)\~v}]) = O+Ba(G[N(u)\{r}]), since in a 
connected graph any sum of differences of zero-dimensional simplexes is the boundary 
of a sum of one-dimensional simplexes. Now the argument continues as in the case 
422. 
If we can show now that for any q-cycles C.C’ that do not contain II we have 
C + B,(G) = C’ + BII(G) iff C + B,(G[V \ {u}]) = C’ + B,(G[V \ {II}]) then the 
map that maps every homology class V’ in H,(G) to the corresponding homology class 
in H,(G[V \ {II}]) defined by the representatives of % that do not contain v is an 
isomorphism and we are done. To do so first note that the direction “+” is trivial. 
For the other direction let C + B4( G) = 0 + BY(G) with C = c/“=, [t& II’, . . , t-i,] with 
U{ # U. Then 
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with W: # v. By Lemma 4.53 C:=,[w{, . . . , w& wi+,] is a q-cycle and since 
ffqVWW\ {u)l> = 101 th ere must be (q+ I)-dimensional simplexes in G[N(v) \ {v}] 
such that 
But then 
i7 ‘Y+l 
= al+1 ( l$r4 )...Y +;+,I) +0’,+1 (i=e,,w;,w; (...) w;,w;+,]) 
=I$b4 3..., w;,w;+,l+d,+, (-f [W;,w; )...) w;,w;+J) 
i=t+ I 
+dq+l 
( 
ipi >...Y w;,w;+,1) -dq+l (&,w; ,...) w;,w:+,,) 
=c+krw; ,...) w;,w;+,1-d4+, L$rv,w; )...) w;,w;+,1 =c, 
i=I (. 
with the cancellation in the last step happening since Ci=,[w;, . . . , w& wb+,] is a cycle 
in G[N(v) \ {v}]. This finishes the proof. 0 
Corollary 4.55 (cf. Theorem 4.25 and Proposition 4.39). Let G = (V, E) be a jinite 
graph and let v E V be such that G[N(v) \ {v}] is acyclic. Zf G[V \ {v}] is acyclic, 
then G is acyclic. 
This together with the removal of escamotable points as discussed in Section 4.5 
gives a proof of Baclawski and Bjomer’s result that is entirely algebraic. (Contractibility 
of the neighborhood was needed to guarantee removability of the point without affecting 
the homology. The contractibility of escamotable graphs was a nice consequence, which 
is however stronger than what was needed. A notion “vertex is weakly escamotable iff 
its pointed neighborhood is acyclic” is strong enough for our purposes.) 
Baclawski’s argument (cf. [6]) proves a result similar to Corollary 4.55 about struc- 
tures called “pseudo-cones” using neither algebra, nor topology. His fixed point algo- 
rithm for pseudo cones does not use any previously known method and as with [29] 
we refer the reader to the original. 
5. Applications/new directions 
In this section we show how ideas developed through the desire to prove 
point theorems for ordered sets have applications beyond this scope and how 
properties/constructions can be used to expand the fixed point theory of ordered 
fixed 
sets. 
5.1. Li und Milner’s structure throrem 
The Li-Milner structure theorem is a quite surprising result, as it states that in 
essence every chain-complete ordered set with no infinite antichain is an “inflated 
finite ordered set”. The first proof of this result in [75] is quite complex. For a shorter 
proof see Farley’s paper [40). We do not present a proof here, but instead show in 
Example 5.3 that unfortunately the assumption of chain-completeness in Theorem 5. I 
cannot be relaxed. Still there are many interesting questions related to the LipMilner 
theorem (cf. [40,71-781, and Open Question 12 here). 
Theorem 5.1 (Li and Milner’s structure theorem, Li and Milner [75]). AIZJ, chrrin- 
cvrnpiete ordurd set bvith no infinite antichain is dismantbhl~ (in ,jinitely manly .sir~ps) 
to LI jinite corr &ich is unique up to isomorphism. 
As a corollary we can derive the algorithmic part of Fofanova and Rutkowski’s 
result on ordered sets of width 2 in full generality. 
Corollary 5.2 (Fofanova and Rutkowski [43, Theorem 1, part (1.2), a@d]). Let P 
hc a chain-complrte ordered set qf’ ,l,idth 2. Then P hus thr jixed point propert), # 
its core is a sinylcton. 
Proof. An ordered set P as desired has a finite core by Theorem 5.1. By Corollary 
3.29 this core must be a singleton if P has the fixed point property. D 
Example 5.3. There is an ordered set of finite width that cannot be dismantled to a 
finite set in finitely many steps (cf. Fig. 4). Let A := {a,, : n E N}, B := {b,? : n t N}. 
C := {c,, : n E N}, and D := {d,, : n E N} be countable sets and let T := A UBUCIJD 
be ordered via a,<ap,bk+I,ck,dk for all k>n, b,,<ak,l,bk,cl,,dk for all kan, c,,<ck 
for all k>n, and d,<dk for all k>n. Let R := A UBU {c,,~ : k E N} U {dnl, : ,j E N) 
be a subset of T where nk and mj are infinite increasing sequences of natural numbers. 
We will show that for every retraction r : R +Rsuchthatr(p)~pforall ptR 
the image R[T] must contain A U B and infinite subsequences of C and of D. 
Let r : R 4 R be such a retraction. Then there is no point p E R with r(p) < 
p. Indeed otherwise let p be a minimal point with r(p) < p. Then r(p) is the 
unique lower cover of p. However no point in R has a unique lower cover. Moreover 
r[A IJ B] = A U B: First notice that r(a,?) = c,,~ for any n < nk would mean that for all 
nz, >n we have r(d,,) >cni, i.e., r(d,,,,) E C and hence r(dlll,) # d,,,. Similarly we 
show r(a,) $! D and r(b,7) @ CUD. Thus r[AUB] cAUL3. Now if r(a,) > cl,) for some 
n E N, then an easy inductive argument shows that for each 1 > n we have r(a,) > u/ 
or r(b,) > b,. This implies that for all k,j E N we have r(c,,, ) > c,?, and r(d,,,,) > 
d,,,,. Thus since T[{c,,~ : k E N}] &{c,,” : k E N} and ~[{d,,,, : ,j t N}] C{tl,,,) : j F N}, 
r cannot be idempotent. 
Hence r is the identity on A U B. Finally since r(p) 2 p for all p and r[{ c,, : k t 
N}l C_{(.,li : k E N) and r[{d,,, : j E N}] c{d,,, : ,j e N}, r[T] must contain infinite 
subsequences of C and of D. 
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Fig. 4. The “Tower of Doom”. 
Thus if To := T and rk : Tk + Tk+l,k = o,.. . , n - 1 are retractions such that every 
point is comparable to its image under rk, then T, is of the same form as the set R 
above. Thus T cannot be dismantled to a finite set in finitely many steps. In fact, it is 
entirely unclear how to sensibly handle this process at the limit ordinal. 
5.2. The cancellation problem 
The cancellation problem is a long-standing open problem by G. Birkhoff. If we 
denote the set of all order-preserving maps from the ordered set Q to the ordered set 
P by PQ (which naturally is an ordered set under the pointwise order), the problem is 
the following: Let P,Q,R be finite ordered sets. Does the fact that PQ is isomorphic 
to RQ imply that P is isomorphic to R? The finiteness assumption is needed, as the 
examples 4 and 5 in [67] on p. 21 show. For an overview on such arithmetic topics 
in ordered sets and the cancellation problem in particular, cf. Jonsson’s survey [67]. 
Uniqueness of cores, which was discussed in [3 1,391 and [ 1201 yields a new insight, 
though it is not clear how far Proposition 5.5 can be pushed (cf. Open Question 8). 
Lemma 5.4 (Similar to part of the proof of Theorem 3.4 in [46]). Let D be an or- 
dered set with an up-retraction r. Then for all ordered sets P we have that R : 
PD + PD defined by R(f) := f o r is an up-retraction. Moreover RIP’] is isomor- 
phic to P’[D]. 
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Proposition 5.5. Let P,D,R be jnite ordered sets such thut D is dismuntluble und let 
PD be isomorphic to RD. Then core(P) is isomorphic to core(R). In particular tf P, R 
huve no irreducible points, then P is isomorphic to R. 
Proof. By Lemma 5.4 we have that P” can be dismantled via comparative retractions 
to a subset that is isomorphic to P. (This also answers question (2) on p. 54 in 
[46].) Thus, PD can be dismantled via comparative retractions to a subset that is 
isomorphic to core(P). By the uniqueness of the core, we infer core(PD) is isomorphic 
to core(P). Similarly core(RD) is isomorphic to core(R), and the isomorphic sets P” 
and R” naturally must have isomorphic cores. q 
5.3. Results on the structure qf’,fixed point sets 
Aside from the determination whether an ordered set has the fixed point property it 
certainly is interesting to determine the structure of the fixed point sets. The earliest 
result in that direction is Theorem 1 in [ 1281 (the fixed point sets of order-preserving 
maps of a complete lattice are complete lattices themselves) and another well-known 
result is Theorem 3 in [30] (in finite dismantlable ordered sets the fixed point sets of 
order-preserving mappings are dismantlable). Surprisingly, despite the apparent strength 
of the fixed point property, there are ordered sets with the fixed point property that 
have an order-preserving map whose set of fixed points is disconnected. Examples are 
the set P2 in [ 11 l] (here also depicted in Fig. 3 as the set P) and the set Pl”’ in 
[ 1171. The following is a sufficient criterion for the fixed point sets to be connected. 
Proposition 5.6. Let P be u ,finite connectedly collapsible ordered set. Then ,fi)r euch 
order-preserving map .f : P ---) P the set Fix(f) is nonempty und connected. 
Proof. Nonemptiness of Fix(F) follows for example from Theorem 4.27 or directly 
from Theorem 3.4 via an easy induction. The proof of connectedness is an induction 
on n := 1 PI. For n = 1 there is nothing to prove. For the step { 1,. . , n} + (n + 1) 
let P be an (n + 1 )-element connectedly collapsible ordered set and let x E P be as in 
the definition of connected collapsibility. Let r : P + P \ {x} be a retraction and let 
b := r(x). By definition P \ {x} and (1 XU J, x) \ { x are connectedly collapsible and } 
clearly both sets have <n elements. Thus H := Fix(r o f lp\t_x)) is connected. Clearly, 
H \ (6) C Fix(f), and thus Fix(f) must be one of the following four sets: H, H \ {b}. 
(H U {x>) \ {b}, H u (~1. Th e case Fix(F) = H is trivial. In all the other cases we 
have to show that any two elements of Fix(f) are joined by a fence in Fix(,f‘). 
In case Fix(f) = H \ {b} we are trivially done if b @ H, so we will assume 
b t H. Since r(f’(b)) = b and f(b) # b we infer f(b) = x. Moreover f(.x) # x. Let 
p, q E: H \ {b} and let F := {p = ~0,. , yk = q} be a fence in H. If b $ F, then 
F C: H \ {b} and we are done. If b E F, we can assume without loss of generality 
that there is exactly one index m such that b = y,,, and we can assume that h < 
,v,,_l, ym+l . If f(x) is not related to x, then (since f(b) = x) f maps (T xU 1 x) \ {x} 
to itself and thus since (1‘ XU j, x) \ { x IS connectedly collapsible with <n elements. } 
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Fix(f) n [CT xu I x> \ @>I . is connected. Hence, there is a fence from ym-i to ym+i 
that lies entirely in Fix(f) and thus there is a fence from p to q in Fix(f). If f(x) 
is related to x, there is a smallest fixed point of f that is above x or a largest fixed 
point off that is below x. Call this fixed point c. Then y,,-1 > c < ym+i and p and 
q are joined by a fence in Fix(f). 
In case Fix(f) = (H U {x}) \ {b} a am we will assume that b E H (the case b @ H g 
is treated when Fix(f) = H U {x}). Again we infer f(b) = x. If H = {b}, then we 
must have Fix(f) = { x an we are done. Otherwise there is a fixed point d E H off } d 
that is related to b and not equal to b or x. Since f(b) = x, we have that d is related 
to x also. Let p,q E Fix(S). Since d is related to x we can assume that p,q # x. Let 
F := {p = yo,...,yk = q} be a fe nce in H. Again we are done unless b = y,,, for 
exactly one m and (without loss of generality) b < yrn_l, y,+~. Since f(b) = x, we 
have x < y,,_i, ym+l and p and q are joined by a fence in Fix(f). 
Finally in case Fix(F) = H U {x} let us first assume b E H. Then we are done if 
x is comparable to 6. Otherwise ,f maps (7 XU j, x) \ {x} to itself, so x and b have 
a common upper bound in Fix(f) and thus Fix(f) is connected. In case b $ H, we 
have that f(b) # x. If f(b) is related to x (and thus to b), then there is a point in H 
that is above x or below x and thus H U {x} is connected. If f(b) is not related to 
x, then f maps (T XU J, x) \ {x} to itself. Hence, again there is a point in H that is 
above x or below x and thus H U {x} is connected. 0 
Corollary 5.7. Let P be a jinite ordered set bvith (interval) dimension 2. Then P has 
the fixed point property ifsP is connectedly collapsible in which case all sets of ,fixed 
points are connected. 
Proof. It is proved by Fofanova et al. [44] that every ordered set of dimension 2 
has a retractable point. The same result is proved for interval dimension 2 in [ 1211. 
Since (interval) dimension is a hereditary concept this means that each ordered set of 
(interval) dimension 2 is collapsible. The result now follows from Theorem 4.27 and 
Proposition 5.6. 0 
5.4. Clique graphs, k-null ordered sets 
In [48] S. Hazan and V. Neumann-Lara investigate clique graphs: If G = (V,E) is 
a graph, then its clique graph k(G) has the maximal cliques of G as vertices and two 
maximal cliques are connected by an edge iff they intersect. An ordered set is called 
k-null iff there is an n E N such that the nth iterated clique graph of the comparability 
graph is the one point graph. They prove that k-null ordered sets have the fixed point 
property. 
This result provides a new algorithm to approach the fixed point property, namely 
by computation of clique graphs. The theory in that direction seems to be unexplored 
and even though the algorithm might be inefficient, the connection is quite surprising 
and very interesting. 
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5.5. Order IX. analysis 
The cornerstone of applications of order-theoretical fixed point methods to analysis 
so far appears to be the Abian-Brown-Pelczar theorem: In a chain-complete ordered 
set P every order-preserving map for which there is a p E P with p <J’( p) has a 
fixed point. Abian and Brown prove it in [2] as a result on ordered sets. Pelczar in the 
introduction of [85] mentions the possible application to integral inequalities, but gives 
no specific examples. Recently, these methods have been used sucessfully by Heikkila, 
Lakhshmikantham, Carl and Sun to prove existence results for solutions for various 
differential and integral equations (cf. [ 16, 17, 49-571). Similar iterations are used by 
Heikkila and Salonen to derive results in game theory (cf. [58]). Due to the often very 
specific nature of results in nonlinear analysis we will only present one example and 
the order-theoretical iteration method that is used. The presentation is only intended 
to give a general idea of the arguments (the order-theoretical results can be derived 
fairly quickly and for a complete introduction to nonlinear analysis there certainly is 
not enough room in this paper). For precise proofs the reader is referred to [49]. For 
a larger set of results and references cf. the text [56]. 
The underlying order-theoretical iteration used is similar in spirit to Abian’s ,f’-chains 
(cf. [l]) respectively Cousot and Cousot’s iteration in [20,21]. Note however that it is 
neither assumed here that the function is order-preserving, nor that the underlying set 
is chain-complete. 
Definition 5.8 (Heikkiki [49, Definition 1.11). Let P be an ordered set and let 
G : P + P. For a E P we call (Glc~)lt~ the itmmsiny sryuence of’ G-itrmtions 
iff 
I. Goa = u, 
2. 0 -c x E A iff G,a = supg._ GGaa exists, 
3. G~ja < GG,ia for all b < cx. 
Clearly this sequence would be the maximal sequence generated by a transfinite 
iteration scheme (cf. [49, Lemma 1.11) such that 
I. Goa = a, 
2. Gp+r a = CC/la iff G,ja < GGl;a, 
3. G,a = sup{Gpa : p < a} if x is a limit ordinal, 
where the iteration stops when one of the steps 2 or 3 cannot be carried out. “I As 
noted in Theorem 1.1 in [49], the increasing sequence of G-iterations always exists and 
is unique. Moreover, the proof of this result does not depend on the Axiom of Choice 
(a similar point was made in [l] for the Abian-Brown-Pelczar theorem). Unfortunately. 
due to the extremely weak hypotheses the sequence might have only one element, which 
need not be a fixed point. However ([49, Lemma 2.11,) if the increasing sequence of 
G-iterations has a last element u* such that ~1, <Gu,, then ZI* is a fixed point of G. 
‘(I Thus clearly we are facing infinite “algorithms” once more. 
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(Otherwise we could extend the sequence by adding u, contradicting the maximality 
of the sequence.) 
Unfortunately, this result still is too general to be of much apparent use, as the 
iteration could stop at any successor or limit ordinal and the stopping need not guarantee 
a fixed point. Introducing the hypothesis of being order-preserving however one obtains 
the following variant of the Abian-Brown-Pelczar theorem: 
Theorem 5.9 (He&kill [49, Theorem 2.21). Let P be an ordered set and let G : P + 
P and a E P. If 
1. a<Gu, 
2. G is order-preserving in T a, 
3. u* = sup{G”G,a : a E A} exists for some n E N, 
then u* is the smallest jixed point of G above a. 
Condition 2 insures that nothing goes wrong at successor ordinals and condition 
3 insures the existence of all needed suprema. Condition 3 looks a little strange to 
the order-theorist, especially considering that [49, Lemma 2.21 it is equivalent to the 
simpler condition 3 with n = 0. However when applying the result in analysis it is 
sometimes easier to prove condition 3 for an y1 # 0 than it would be to prove it for 
II = 0. The included example of a Hammerstein integral equation is an example. This 
explains the format of condition 3. 
It would be interesting to see how far this idea can be taken under mild hypotheses 
on the underlying ordered set. It is easy to see that every space LP(O, R), where p 3 1 
and D is a measure space, is conditionally complete (i.e., every set with an upper 
bound has a lowest upper bound) with the pointwise almost everywhere order. Thus, 
conditional completeness might be a good hypothesis. Then one could try to devise 
an iteration as described above also for the case for which GG,a is not comparable 
to G,a: As long as all is bounded above, take the supremum as the next element of 
the sequence. This is similar to the approach in [21], yet the author would hope that 
milder conditions than assuming the underlying set is a complete lattice would lead to 
success. 
As an example let us consider the following Hammerstein integral equation 
u(t) = v(t) + Y s k(t,s)f(s,u(s))ds, tEi2 Q 
which is considered in [49, Section 31. Sz is a closed and bounded subset of R” and all 
functions except k assume values in an ordered Banach space (E, 11 . 11) with a closed 
and regular positive cone K. (One could envision R with its natural order here to 
assimilate the general flavor of the following.) Now assume: 
1. k : Q x Sz + R+ (i.e., k does not take negative values) is continuous. 
2. f : D x K -+ K (i.e., f takes values 30 in E) is such that 
(a) f(.,u(.)) is strongly measurable for each u E C(SZ,K), 
(b) f(t, .) is increasing for almost every t E Sz, 
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(c) there are h E L(Q, R+) and a Bochner-integrable ho : Q 4 K such that for all 
x E K and almost every t E 52 we have 
.f(t,x><ho(t) +h(t)x. 
3. I^ > 0 is such that r so k(t,s)h(s)ds < 1 for each t E Q. 
Then for each L; E C(Q, K) the above integral equation has a solution. 
Clearly the operator to work with is 
Gu(t) := v(t) + r 
.I 
k(t,s)f(s,u(s))ds, t E 52. 
(2 
The fact that k maps into R+ and f maps into K insures that Gv >v. Condition 2(b) 
insures that G is order-preserving. Condition 3 together with condition 2(c) insures 
(via an analytical argument) that there is function b> v such that Gb < b. Thus G 
maps [v, b] C C(!2, K) to itself. Unfortunately this interval is not chain-complete, so we 
are not trivially done. As done in Section 3 of [49] a short analytical argument shows 
that condition 3 of Theorem 5.9 is satisfied with n = 1. This proves that G has a fixed 
point and thus that the equation in question has a solution. 
It can be proved that the set of all functions on [0, l] that are constant on intervals 
bounded by dyadic rationals and take dyadic rational numbers as values forms a pseudo- 
cone as defined in [6]. This construction is such that the restriction of the pseudo-cone 
structure to natural subsets, such as functions constant on intervals bounded by dyadic 
rationals of order n (denominator at most 2”), taking dyadic rational numbers of order 
n as values, also is a pseudo-cone. The domain [0, 11 is chosen for convenience only. 
Thus, there is a possibility that Baclawski’s algorithm for pseudo-cones can have further 
impact on the use of order in analysis. 
5.6. Distance problems 
Another formulation of the fixed point property is to say that for every order- 
preserving map there is a p that has distance 0 from its image. As this article is 
about algorithmic approaches (toward which the author is strongly biased), we did not 
touch upon this. However M. Roddy’s proof of the product conjecture in [105] and 
the work in [83] use this approach, showing the strength of this point of view. It 
would be interesting to see how much further this approach can be taken. For exam- 
ple with respect to Xia’s algorithm it is easy to see that Xia’s algorithm removes all 
edges {(a, b), (c,d)} with d(a,c) < d(b,d) from the (fixed point free) endomorphism 
graph. It also removes all edges {(a, b),(b,a)} for which there is an x E H := {y : 
d(a,y) = d(y, b)} that is comparable to all elements of H from the fixed point free 
endomorphism graph. What other removals can be guaranteed via similar arguments? 
As a consequence, how much of a performance gain over the depth-first search can be 
guaranteed? 
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5.7. Open Questions 
We present some open questions related to the fixed point property in the following. 
Some are more precise formulations of Problem 1.1 for special cases, others are in- 
tended to put methods developed for use with the fixed point property to use in other 
areas. 
1. For what classes of ordered sets does Xia’s reduction algorithm decide if an ordered 
set has a fixed point property? That is (cf. Theorem 2.22), for what classes of 
ordered sets does termination of Xia’s reduction algorithm with a non-empty graph 
imply the existence of a fixed point free order-preserving map? 
2. What is the average case complexity of problem 2.3. (For average case complexity 
cf. [131].) 
3. Is it possible to decide in polynomial time whether a given ordered set is (con- 
nectedly) collapsible? Does Xia’s algorithm terminate with a graph with no edges 
when applied to a connectedly collapsible ordered set? (There is an algorithm that 
decides connected collapsibility in < 2 lP] he’ght(P)+4 comparability checks, cf. [ 1231.) 
4. Is there an infinitary analogue of connected collapsibility, which again implies that 
all fixed point sets are connected? This might also be a first step towards an analogue 
of acyclicity for infinite ordered setsigraphslsimplicial complexes. 
5. Is it possible to decide in polynomial time whether a given ordered set is acyclic? 
6. Is the problem whether a given truncated lattice has a fixed point free order- 
preserving self-map NP-complete? (Section 4.8 seems to indicate that the problem 
is quite complex.) 
7. The next problems have the same purposely vague formulations as Problem 1.1 to 
allow for a wide variety of possible approaches. (Naturally we can also ask the 
complexity question.) 
(a) (compare with [30], problem on p. 233) Characterize all (finite) ordered sets 
P such that each order-preserving map f : P + P has a connected nonempty 
set of fixed points. 
(b) Characterize all (finite) graphs that have the fixed clique property. (Some the- 
orems are presented in [ 10, 1211 More questions on fixed cliques appear in 
[1221.) 
(c) Characterize all (finite) simplicial complexes that have the fixed simplex prop- 
erty. (Some theorems are presented in [ 1211.) 
(d) Characterize those ordered sets without infinite chains that have the relational 
fixed point property (cf. Section 3.5). 
8. Let P, Q,R be finite ordered sets and assume Q is dismantlable. Does the fact 
that PQ is isomorphic to RQ imply that P is isomorphic to R? Can we use other 
families of retractions to arrive at results similar to Proposition 5.5? 
9. Find a nondismantlable finite ordered set P such that PN (where N carries the 
discrete order) has the fixed point property. This is a natural generalization of the 
product problem which was solved in [ 1051 for finite ordered sets. It is easy to see 
that if P is finite and dismantlable, then PN also is dismantlable. However there 
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are no results for infinite powers of non-dismantlable finite ordered sets. A possible 
first candidate would be the set Pl in [ 1111 (which first appeared in 1961). It is 
connectedly collapsible, which might allow for arguments along the lines of [I 131. 
The fact that we have infinitely many factors adds a large degree of difficulty 
however. 
10. Are there good estimates on how many order-preserving self-maps of an ordered 
set, i.e., what fraction of (P’l, must have a fixed point (cf. [104])? 
11. Are the sets of fixed points of self-maps of Z-acyclic ordered sets always con- 
nected? (For Q-acyclic ordered sets the answer is negative as example 2.2 in [7] 
shows.) 
12. What graph theoretical analogues are there of the Li-Milner theorem? 
13. Is the .@‘x-core of an infinite set unique if it exists‘? Is the .F-core of an infinite 
set unique if it exists‘? (Clearly there are nontrivial .F-cores: The rational numbers 
with the natural order are an B-core.) Is the core in the sense of Li and Milner 
unique if it exists (cf. Question 1 in [71, p. 353])? 
14. Is it possible to prove uniqueness results for “cores with respect to dismantlability 
via escamotable points” similar to Theorem 3.14‘~ 
15. Is it possible to prove analytical results that use the conditional completeness of 
the L/‘-spaces resp. the lattice structure of spaces of continuous functions? (E.g. to 
obtain a starting point p< Gp one could look for a function .f’ such that ,f’< G”,f’ 
and use the supremum of {,f. Gf‘, . . G”-‘f} as p. This idea is exhibited in [ 134, 
Corollary 21. ) 
16. (This question is due to Larose [70] and is mentioned also at the end of [133]. 
Common fixed points were for example also considered on topological spaces for 
continuous maps in [25], resp. for families of commuting order-preserving maps 
in [ 1341.) Under what conditions on the ordered set P do all automorphisms of 
P have a comnzon fixed point? Is the fixed point property or any of the many 
sufficient conditions for the fixed point property also sufficient for this property? 
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